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United States Department of the Interior 
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NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
REGISTRATION FORM 

This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. 
See instructions in How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
(National Register Bulletin 16A). Complete each item by marking "x" in the appropriate box or by 
entering the information requested. If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter 
''N/A" for "not applicable." For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of 
significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the instructions. Place additional entries and 
narrative items on continuation sheets (NPS Form 10-900a). Use a typewriter, word processor, or 
computer, to complete all items. 

1. Name of Property 

historic name East and West Potomac Parks Historic District 

other names/site number 

2. Location 

Potomac Flats (historically, refers to the general area of both parks 
prior to their reclamation by the Corps of Engineers) 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Park (refers to the portion of 
West Potomac Park that is bordered by Independence Avenue on 
the north, by the Tidal Basin on the east, by the Inlet Bridge on the 
south, and by the Potomac River on the west) 

street & number Area roughly bounded by Constitution Avenue, NW, the Potomac River, the 
Washington Channel, and Seventeenth Street 

not for publication_ 
city or town Washington vicinity X 
state District of Columbia code DC county District of Columbia 
code 001 
zip code ____ _ 



3. State/Federal Agency Certification 

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form 
East and West Potomac Parks Historic District 
Washington, DC 

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1986, as amended, I hereby 
certifY that this __ nomination __ request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation 
standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural 
and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property __ meets __ 
does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant 
_nationally_ statewide_ locally. 
(_See continuation sheet for additional comments.) 

Signature of certifYing official Date 

State or Federal agency and bureau 

In my opinion, the property __ meets __ does not meet the National Register criteria. ( _ See 
continuation sheet for additional comments.) 

Signature of commenting or other official Date 

State or Federal agency and bureau 

4. National Park Service Certification 

I, hereby certifY that this property is: 

__ entered in the National Register 
See continuation sheet. 

__ determined eligible for the 
National Register 

See continuation sheet. 
__ determined not eligible for the 

National Register 
__ removed from the National Register-------------
--other (explain):-------

Signature of Keeper Date of Action 
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5. Classification 

Ownership of Property (Check as many boxes as apply) 
_private 
_public-local 
_public-State 
X public-Federal 

Category of Property (Check only one box) 
_ building(s) 
X district 

site 
structure 

_object 

Number of Resources within Property 

Contributing 
2._ 

.11. 

.11. 
10 
35 

Noncontributing 
~ buildings 
~ sites 
_!L structures 
_2_ objects 

16 Total 

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National 
Register 20 

Name of related multiple property listing (Enter "N/ A" if property is not part of a multiple property 
listing.) N/A 

6. Function or Use 

Historic Functions (Enter categories from instructions) 
Cat: RECREATION & CULTURE 

RECREATION & CULTURE 
RECREATION & CULTURE 
GOVERNMENT 
LANDSCAPE 
LANDSCAPE 

Sub: Outdoor Recreation 
~onu01en~arker 

Sports Facility 
Govern01ent Offices 
Park 
Landscape Feature 
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Washington, DC 

Current Functions (Enter categories from instructions) 
Cat: RECREATION & CULTURE 

RECREATION & CULTURE 
RECREATION & CULTURE 
GOVERNMENT 
LANDSCAPE 
LANDSCAPE 

7. Description 

Architectural Classification (Enter categories from instructions) 

Sub: Outdoor Recreation 
Monurnen~arker 

Sports Facility 
Government Offices 
Park 
Landscape Feature 

LATE 19th AND EARLY 20th CENTURY REVIVALS 

Materials (Enter categories from instructions) 
foundation STONE 

CONCRETE 
roof ASPHALT 

WOOD 
CERAMIC TILE 

walls STONE 
CONCRETE 
WOOD 
STUCCO 

other: STONE 
CONCRETE 
METAL 
WOOD 
ASPHALT 
VEGETATION 
OPEN SPACE 
VIEWS AND VISTAS 

Narrative Description (Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more 
continuation sheets.) 

SEE CONTINUATION SHEETS 7.1 THROUGH 7.54 



USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form 
East and West Potomac Parks Historic District 
Washington, DC 

8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable National Register Criteria (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the 
property for National Register listing) 

.X A 

B 

.XC 

Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history. 

Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. 

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or 
represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual 
distinction. 

D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information important in prehistory or history. 

Criteria Considerations (Mark "X" in all the boxes that apply.) 

A owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes. 

X B removed from its original location. 

c a birthplace or a grave. 

D a cemetery. 

E a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

X F a commemorative property. 

.XG less than 50 years of age or achieved significance within the past 50 years . ,, 

Areas of Significance (Enter categories from instructions) 

Architecture 
Art 
Engineering 
Entertainment/Recreation 
Other - City Planning 

Landscape Architecture 
Politics/Government 
Social History 
Transportation 
Other- Commemoration 



USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form 
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Washington, DC 

Period of Significance 1882 - 1997 

Significant Dates 
Significant Person (Complete if Criterion B is marked above) ____ _ 

Cultural Affiliation--------------

Architect/Builder/Sculptor Henry Bacon 
Leonard Baskin 
John Benson 
Cooper-Lecky Partnership 
Paul Philippe Cret 
EDAW,Inc. 
John Joseph Earley 
Neil Estern 
Rudulph Evans 
Daniel Chester French 
Frank Gaylord 
Glenna Goodacre 
Robert Graham 

Lawrence Halprin 
Tom Hardy 
Frederick Hart 
Thomas Hastings 
Maya Ying Lin 
McKim, Mead and White 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. 
Horace Whittier Peaslee 
John Russell Pope 
George Segal 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill 
Wood, Donn and Deming 
Nathan C. Wyeth 

Narrative Statement of Significance (Explain the significance of the property on one or more 
continuation sheets.) 

SEE CONTINUATION SHEETS 8.55 THROUGH 8.92 

9. Major Bibliographical References 

(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation 
sheets.) 

SEE CONTINUATION SHEETS 9.93 THROUGH 9.103 

Previous documentation on file (NPS) 
_preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CPR 67) has been requested. 
X previously listed in the National Register 
_previously determined eligible by the National Register 
_designated a National Historic Landmark 
X recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey # DC-692, DC-693 
_recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # ____ _ 



Primary Lo(fation of Additional Data 
State Historic Preservation Office 

_Other State agency 
~ Federalagency 
_ Local government 
_University 

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form 
East and West Potomac Parks Historic District 
Washington, DC 

~ Other- Name of repository: Records of the National Park Service at the Suitland Federal 
Records Center; and at National Capital Region Headquarters, 1100 Ohio Drive, SW, 
Washington, DC, 20242. 

10. Geographical Data 

Acreage of Property approximately 730 acres 

UTM References (Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 

Washington West, DC, MD, VA Quad 
Zone Easting Northing Zone Easting Northing 
1 18.321680.4306760 4 18.323600.4305580 
2 18.323050.4306700 5 18.324300.4304850 
3 18.323050.4306340 6 18.323500.4304850 

Alexandria, VA, DC, MD Quad 
Zone Easting Northing Zone Easting Northing 
1 18.323540.4304820 3 18.324580.4302540 
2 18.324300.4304820 4 18.324000.4303750 

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.) 

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET 10.104 

Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.) 

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET 10.104 

11. Farm Prepared By 

name/title Laura L. Bobeczko, Judith H. Robinson, Architectural Historians 
organization Robinson & Associates, Inc. date July 31, 1998 
street & number 1909 Que Street, NW telephone (202) 234-2333 
city or town Washington state District of Columbia zip code 20009 



Additional Documentation 

USDI/NPS NRHP Registration Form 
East and West Potomac Parks Historic District 
Washington, DC 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 

Continuation Sheets 
Maps 

A USGS map (7 .5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location. 
A sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. 
Photographs 
Representative black and white photographs of the property. 

Additional items (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) 

Property Owner 

(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.) 
name National Park Service, National Capital Region 
street & number 1100 Ohio Drive, SW telephone (202) 619-7279 
city or town Washington state DC zip code 20242 

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National 
Register of Historic Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list 
properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a benefit in 
accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.). Estimated 
Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response 
including the time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and 
reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of this form to the 
Chief, Administrative Services Division, National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127, Washington, DC 
20013-7127; and the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Project (1024-0018), 
Washington, DC 20503. 
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Washington, DC 

This revised nomination has been prepared to supplement the original nomination for the East and West 
Potomac Parks Historic District, which was prepared in 1972, and was accepted into the National 
Register of Historic Places on November 30, 1973. The revised nomination was commissioned by the 
National Capital Region Office of the National Park Service in 1996, and was necessitated by changes in 
overall documentation standards, by the need to evaluate major national monuments and memorials less 
than 50 years of age, and by the evolving requirement to include historic landscapes in National Register 
documentation. Recent monuments such as the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, the Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial, the Vietnam Women's Memorial, the Korean War Veterans Memorial, and the 56 
Signers Memorial have been included for the first time in this revised National Register documentation, 
as have important landscape features such as the Japanese Cherry Trees, Constitution Gardens, and the 
Dutch elm trees flanking the Reflecting Pool. 

The boundaries for the revised nomination remain the same as in the original nomination, and include all 
730 acres of parkland. Four historic features in West Potomac Park, which were documented in both the 
original and the revised nominations, have also been listed individually in the National Register: the 
Lockkeeper's House, the Arlington Memorial Bridge, the Lincoln Memorial, and the Jefferson Memorial. 
Both parks are considered contributing features in the L'Enfant Plan ofthe City of Washington, DC, 
National Register nomination, prepared in 1994. 

The original nomination documented a total of 22 features, including 3 contributing buildings, 5 
contributing sites, 3 contributing structures, 9 contributing objects, and 2 noncontributing buildings. The 
scope of this revised nomination was expanded to document a total of 51 features, including 3 
contributing buildings, 11 contributing sites, 11 contributing structures, 10 contributing objects, 8 
noncontributing buildings, 5 noncontributing sites, and 3 noncontributing objects. ''Each of these features 
is described in detail below, and a comprehensive list of features and their contributing/noncontributing 
status can be found on pages 7.55- 7.56. One feature in East Potomac Park, a portable sculpture entitled 
"The Awakening," has not been formally evaluated, since it is not owned by the federal government, but 
is on long-term loan at the site. Significant views and vistas were also identified in this nomination; 
however, they have not been included in the resource count. 
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East and West Potomac Parks are part of the collection of national parklands around Washington, DC, 
and nearby Maryland and Virginia that are collectively referred to as the National Capital Region of the 
National Park Service.' The two parks comprise a large portion ofthe monumental core ofthe city of 
Washington, at the same time providing recreational space for residents and tourists alike. Situated 
roughly between the Potomac River and the grounds of the Washington Monument, East and West 
Potomac Parks are characterized by broad expanses of open space framed by mature landscape plantings, 
and by views of major memorials that have become part of the American collective memory. Within 
their spacious boundaries, these remarkable urban parks provide the setting for such nationally 
recognized memorials and landscape features as the Lincoln Memorial and Reflecting Pool, the Jefferson 
Memorial, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, the Vietnam Veterans and Women's Memorials, the 
Korean War Veterans Memorial, Constitution Gardens, the 56 Signers Memorial, and the Tidal Basin. 
They are also home to many lesser-known memorials of various types. 

East and West Potomac Parks have a combined area of approximately 730 acres. West Potomac Park 
contains nearly 400 acres, and East Potomac Park contains nearly 330 acres. West Potomac Park is 
generally bounded by Constitution A venue, NW to the north, the Potomac River to the west, Seventeenth 
Street to the northeast, and by the elevated railroad bridge to the south that forms a shared boundary 
between the two parks. East Potomac Park, to the south and east of West Potomac Park, occupies most 
of a peninsula of land located between the Washington Channel and the Potomac River. The central 

'Currently, the National Park Service is divided into seven regions for administrative and management 
purposes. The parks in Washington, DC, Maryland, and Virginia fall under the jurisdiction of the National Capital 
Region, which is the smallest region geographically and contains the greatest concentration of historic resources of 
the seven regions. Within this region, the National Capital Parks-Central Office (headquartered at 900 Ohio Drive, 
SW) is primarily responsible for two discrete historic resources, the Old Post Office Pavilion and Ford's Theater, as 
well as all the lands and constructed features of the National Mall, the Washington Monument Grounds, and East 
and West Potomac Parks. (While the term "The Mall" is sometimes used informally to describe the axial landscape 
between the Lincoln Memorial and the Capitol, the Mall is officially defined by the National Capital Planning 
Commission as the land bounded by Constitution A venue on the north, Independence A venue on the South, the 
Capitol on the east, and 14th Street, NW, on the west. The Washington Monument grounds lie immediately west of 
the Mall, between Constitution and Independence avenues, and from 17th Street, NW, to 14th Street, NW.) Within 
this area, often termed the "Monumental Core," are a number of individual units, including the Washington 
Monument, the Lincoln Memorial, the Jefferson Memorial, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, and the Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt Memorial. National Capital Parks-Central is also responsible for the operation, care, and 
maintenance of the federally owned parks, circles, and squares located in the central and southwestern portions of 
the District of Columbia. 
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portion of West Potomac Park was originally reserved for passive recreation purposes, with areas for 
active recreation, like the Polo Grounds, placed around the park's edges. The park has since evolved into 
a designed landscape occupied by prominent monuments and memorials. East Potomac Park has been 
primarily developed for active recreation uses; currently, the park contains a 36-hole golf course, a 
swimming pool, and a tennis facility. 

The large land masses that today are East and West Potomac Parks were sculpted from tidal flats by the 
U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers in an ambitious reclamation project lasting over 30 years. The character 
of the site was established in 1897 by Senate Bill3307, which provided that the entire reclaimed area, 
including the tidal reservoir, was to become a public park for the "recreation and pleasure" of the people. 
The resulting parkland has been shaped by a number of successive development plans, most notably the 
Senate Park Commission (McMillan) Plan of 1901-02, the country's first major manifestation of the City 
Beautiful movement. According to the McMillan Plan, the reclaimed land west of the Washington 
Monument extended the grand axis of the Mall as a formal greensward within West Potomac Park, which 
terminated at the Neoclassical memorial to Abraham Lincoln. A long canal, or reflecting pool, was 
constructed to provide a formal element connecting the Lincoln Memorial and the Washington 
Monument. The vista from the White House was extended south across reclaimed land to the site for 
another notable monument (now the Jefferson Memorial). 

East and West Potomac Parks are the cumulative product of a century of work of noted architects, 
landscape architects, planners, engineers, and artists, and thus consist of many distinctive elements. To 
order the district's numerous features, this section of the nomination has been divided into two parts, one 
for each park. Because of the inherent diversity in the distribution, location, and types of resources found 
in the two parks, the descriptive text for the contributing and noncontributing features has been arranged 
slightly differently for the two parks. Related resources in West Potomac Park ha":,e been loosely 
clustered by geographical location, running generally from west to east, while related resources in East 
Potomac Park have been grouped by their function and use. The final pages of this section, 7.48 and 
7.49, list of all the contributing and noncontributing features in the two parks documented in this 
nomination. These features have been divided by their Property and Resource Type, as set forth in 
National Register Bulletin 16, How to Complete the National Register Registration Form. These 
classifications include Building, Site, Structure, and Object. Contributing primary historic views and 
vistas have also been defined and described, but they have not been included in the resource count. 
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West Potomac Park is a large, complex site that encompasses numerous elements of historical, landscape, 
and architectural significance. In the northern portion of West Potomac Park, the axis created on the 
National Mall, the long east/west greensward stretching from the Washington Monument grounds to the 
Capitol, is extended west to the Lincoln Memorial. This portion of the park is part of one of the single 
best-known and most important landscapes in the country -- what has been called "the most beautiful 
place man has made in America."2 In addition to many other monuments, the park is the site of the 
Lincoln and the Jefferson Memorials, two of the three major commemorative monuments that define 
Washington, DC's monumental core and that also define the nation's capital. 

Because it is an integral feature of the ceremonial heart of Washington, the landscaping, placement of 
built features, and physical shape of West Potomac Park have been molded by successive city planning 
efforts. The two parks are, in fact, a central feature of these plans, the most prominent of which were the 
L'Enfant Plan of 1791 and the McMillan Plan of 1901-02 (see Section 8). Although the L'Enfant Plan 
established the overall concept that was to be later applied to West Potomac Park, because most of the 
land was not created until nearly a century later, most aspects of the park's overall design-- its 
traditionally baroque plan, long vistas, axial relationships, and expansive open spaces -- are associated 
with the McMillan Plan. 

Covering approximately 400 acres in the northwest and southwest quadrants of Washington, the 
boundaries of West Potomac Park are generally defined by Constitution Avenue, NW, to the north, 
Seventeenth Street and the banks of the Tidal Basin to the east, the Potomac Railroad Bridge to the south, 
and the Potomac River to the west_3 Nearly a quarter of the total acreage of the park is occupied by the 
Tidal Basin, a large body of water with an asymmetrical quatrefoil-like (four-lobed) shape. 

. . 

2Elbert Peets, "Original Plan of Washington," House & Garden (July 1940): Section I, p. 63. As one of 
the many areas reserved for public uses in Washington, West Potomac Park is referred to as Reservation 332 in 
Washington's system of legal property description. 

3 Also included is a small piece of land located south of Theodore Roosevelt Bridge. This roughly U
shaped parcel, associated with the construction of Arlington Memorial Bridge, is to the north of the hypothetical line 
of Constitution A venue, NW, if it were extended to the Potomac River (see Arlington Memorial Bridge). 
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Prior to the 1890s, the area that today is West Potomac Park was a shallow area or "flat" in the Potomac 
River. The 1882 to 1913 program of channel clearing produced sufficient fill to create both West and 
East Potomac Parks (see Section 8). This reclamation project created a largely flat topography that today 
dips slightly at the Reflecting Pool, rises slightly around the Lincoln Memorial, and declines to the banks 
of the Potomac and the Tidal Basin. Most of the site is between 10 and 15 feet above sea level. Because 
the land that comprises West Potomac Park is manmade, it has no natural features with the exception of 
the Potomac River, which is an important visual component of the park, and which constitutes much of 
its western boundary. 

West Potomac Park is a designed landscape that contains numerous naturalistic areas, such as grassy 
areas, areas occupied by shrubs, trees, or other vegetation, and bodies of water, which vary in size from 
the 110-acre Tidal Basin to the relatively diminutive (less than one acre) Rainbow Pool. The four major 
water bodies in the park include the Tidal Basin, the Reflecting Pool, the Rainbow Pool, and the lake in 
Constitution Gardens. Each is an important component of the park and is described individually below. 

Spatial relationships, most of which are a direct legacy of the McMillan Plan, are a key component of the 
design of the park. These relationships differ decidedly north and south of Independence Avenue, SW. 
Most of the land area of the park, which is located to the north oflndependence Avenue, SW, has a 
distinct, linear, east-west orientation representing the continuation of axis established on the National 
Mall running westward from the Capitol. The strong axial relationship between the Lincoln Memorial 
and the Capitol, one of the touchstones of the McMillan Plan, is the defining feature ofthis section of the 
park. 

South oflndependence Avenue, SW, West Potomac Park has an irregular, asymmetric shape, influenced 
by the equally irregular shape of the Tidal Basin. To the west of the Tidal Basin, the park consists 
mostly of a peninsula of land defined by the curvilinear shape of the Tidal Basin ~n the north and east 
and by the generally linear Potomac River bank on the southwest. This spit of land ends at the inlet to 
the Tidal Basin. The small portion of the park on the west side of the Tidal Basin is also irregular in 
shape. It is defined by the curved outline of the Tidal Basin from the northeast to the southwest and by 
the straight northeast/southwest line of the Potomac Railroad Bridge (the farthest south of the grouping 
of roads and bridges clustered at Fourteenth Street). This piece of land, which is actually the 
westernmost part of the land mass on which East Potomac Park is located, is the site of the Jefferson 
Memorial. 
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Although physically separated from the Mall by the Tidal Basin, the location of the Jefferson Memorial 
was also an integral feature of the plans that molded the design of Washington's monumental core. The 
site is the "open end point" of the axis, a continuation of Sixteenth Street, which runs south from the 
White House. This cross axis, one of the integral features of the L'Enfant Plan of 1791, was affected by 
the off-axis placement of the Washington Monument. The restoration of this important feature of the 
L'Enfant Plan was one of the major goals of the McMillan Plan, as was the location of a major 
monument at its southern end (the current site of the Jefferson Memorial). 

Like spatial relationships, vistas comprise one of the other defining features of West Potomac Park. Of 
these, the view along the axis between the Capitol and the Lincoln Memorial is such a well-known 
American image that it has become a symbol of Washington as the nation's capital. The most important 
vistas follow the axial relationships in the park. The two most significant of these are the vista between 
the Lincoln Memorial and the Washington Monument and the vista between the Jefferson Memorial and 
the White House. Both of these vistas were integral features of the McMillan Plan, and the vista from 
the current site of the Jefferson Memorial was also called for in the L'Enfant Plan. Other important 
vistas include those along Twenty-third Street from Washington Circle to the Lincoln Memorial, from 
the Lincoln Memorial across the Arlington Memorial Bridge to Arlington House, and along Seventeenth 
Street from Constitution A venue, NW, to the Commodore John Paul Jones Statue. In addition to these 
major vistas, because ofthe large open spaces, there are a multitude of other views that are essential 
features of the park. These include (but are not limited to) views in all directions to and from the 
Jefferson Memorial, views in all directions to and from the Lincoln Memorial, and views beneath the 
canopy of the elms that line the axial section of the park near the Reflecting Pool. 

Circulation in the northern section of the park is dominated by the continuation of patterns established on 
the National Mall. Major east-west vehicular circulation in the park is defined by Constitution Avenue, 
NW (to the north) and Independence Avenue, SW (to the south). At their western ends, these roads 
connect to Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway and provide access to two Potomac River bridges, 
Arlington Memorial Bridge (1926-1932) and Theodore Roosevelt Bridge (1964). North and south 
circulation in the park is via Seventeenth Street (the eastern boundary of the park), and Twenty-third 
Street (to the west). Keyed to more localized traffic is Ohio Drive, SW, which runs parallel to the 
Potomac River from the Lincoln Memorial southeast to East Potomac Park. (North of the Lincoln 
Memorial, this road becomes the south end of Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway.) Also smaller and 
more park-oriented, West Basin Drive follows the Tidal Basin northward from the Tidal Reservoir Inlet 
Bridge. At the Kutz Bridge, the road becomes East Basin Drive as it continues around the Tidal Basin to 
the Jefferson Memorial. To the south and east of the Tidal Basin, a collection of roads, including 
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Fourteenth Street and Fifteenth Street, act as access routes to Potomac River bridges. Parallel and to the 
south of these, the elevated Potomac Railroad Bridge constitutes the dividing line between East and West 
Potomac Parks. Bridges that cross the Potomac here include (from north to south) the George Mason 
Memorial Bridge (1962), the Rochambeau Memorial Bridge (1950), the Arland D. Williams, Jr. 
Memorial Bridge (1971), the Metro [Subway] Bridge (1980), and the Potomac Railroad Bridge (1906). 
A score of minor paved roads, mostly short access roads to the various memorials, are also located within 
the park. 

There are approximately 20 miles of pedestrian paths in West Potomac Park.4 Paved sidewalks parallel 
most of the roads described above and are located along the perimeter of the Tidal Basin, along the 
Potomac waterfront, and throughout Constitution Gardens. Although most of the paths (with the 
exception of those around the Tidal Basin) follow straight lines between points, the paths through 
Constitution Gardens are distinctly curvilinear. All of these paths are of concrete construction, some 
with a smooth finish and others with an exposed aggregate finish. Major wide gravel walks, a 
continuation of the circulation system of the Mall, run on either side of the Reflecting Pool, between the 
rows of Dutch elm trees. While historically the paths under the elms were concrete, similar to those 
currently in place around the Rainbow Pool, they were changed to asphalt prior to the Bicentennial 
celebration, when there were insufficient funds to repave both walks in their original material. 

Several major plantings span large areas of the park, which act to organize and to provide links between 
different areas. (See the individual descriptions of these resources that follow.) The most significant of 
these are the broad formal greensward and accompanying parallel rows of Dutch elm trees that run 
parallel to the Reflecting Pool (an important, stated feature of the McMillan Plan) and the notable 
collection of Japanese Cherry Trees that follow the periphery of the Tidal Basin. In addition to these 
features, the trees planted as part of the Memorial Tree Program are another element that spans the park 
(and are located in both East and West Potomac Parks). Located at various places throughout the park, 
including along Twenty-third Street, French Drive, Bacon Drive, and Constitution Avenue, NW, the first 
memorial trees were planted in the 1920s, as part of an organized program that flourished until the 
1940s.5 Other significant vegetative features include grassy areas, some of which are used for 

4Historic American Buildings Survey, West Potomac Park, HABS No. DC-693, p. 12. 
5Most of the recently planted memorial trees date from the National Park Service's "Blossoms in Our 

Future" program, which was launched in 1987. Under this program, private citizens can purchase memorial trees 
and, although plaques are no longer placed on the trees, pertinent information, such as the date of the dedication, the 
name of the person being memorialized, and the planting location, is recorded by the National Capital Parks Central 
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recreational purposes, along Twenty-third Street and south oflndependence Avenue, SW; the meadow in 
Constitution Gardens; and an area sometimes referred to as Ash Woods, a grove of trees located between 
Independence Avenue, SW, and the gravel path south of the Reflecting Pool. Most vegetation in the park 
is of a smaller scale and is linked to individual sites or areas within the park that are discussed at length 
below. (See, in particular, the discussion of Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials.) 

Although most walls, fences, and hedges in the park are relatively discrete elements, major elements in 
this category that span a significant portion of the park are the Stone Seawalls that surround the Tidal 
Basin and were constructed as retaining walls for the newly reclaimed land. The walls date largely from 
the 1880s and 1890s. However, major sections of the walls were replaced when the Kutz Bridge was 
constructed in the 1940s, and when the Jefferson Memorial was constructed in the late 1930s and early 
1940s. An eight-feet-wide concrete walk caps the seawalls around the perimeter of the Tidal Basin. An 
iron-pipe railing is present only along the section of the walk between the Kutz Bridge and the Tidal 
Reservoir Outlet Bridge. Most walls, fences, and hedges in the park are associated with individual 
features and are discussed below. 

A variety of types of light fixtures are used throughout the park, some with historical antecedents and 
some of a more modern, utilitarian nature. Constitution A venue, NW, part of Independence A venue, 
SW, and certain other roads (such as Ohio Drive, SW) are lined with "Twin Twentys" light standards. 
These light standards have twin globes on either side of a decorative metal connecting bracket. Their 
octagonal poles are approximately 15 feet high, bringing the total height of the fixture to roughly 21 feet. 
Other streets such as East Basin Drive use the lower (15-foot) Washington Globe light standards, which 
are single globes atop a round, decorative pole. The light standards on the Kutz Bridge are Olmsted light 
standards which have a single, cylindrical globe with a decorative cap and supports and an octagonal 
pole. Although all three of these light standards are based on historic designs, man;r of the current 
standards are recent replacements. There are also a number of modern highway lights (tall fixtures with 
long brackets that overhang the street) that are used throughout the park. 

With the exception of landscape areas specifically associated with individual monuments, most site 
furnishings, including benches, trash receptacles, tree grates, fencing, and drinking fountains in the park 

Office of the National Park Service. Telephone interview with Steve Lorenzetti, National Capital Parks Central, 
National Park Service, Washington, DC, July 15, 1997. 
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are National Park Service standard designs. These include benches that have a metal frame and wood 
slats, "tulip" trash receptacles that have an exterior wood slat covering and a metal pedestal, metal tree 
grates with a concentric circular pattern of openings, and metal, pedestal-type drinking fountains that are 
handicapped accessible. In general, signage throughout the park also follows National Park Service 
standards. The design of smaller-scale signage around individual resources is most often linked to that of 
the specific resource. 

Today, West Potomac Park, because of its significant location and its wealth of open space, continues to 
be one of the country's preeminent civic spaces. It is the primary location for national political 
demonstrations, rallies, and parades, and is also the site of a variety of more festive gatherings such as 
Washington's annual Fourth of July celebration, which is centered around the Washington Monument. 
The park is operated as a national park and is predominantly recreational in use. As the site of the 
Lincoln, Jefferson, and Vietnam, and Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorials, as well as a number of 
smaller or less-well-known memorials, the park is one of the foremost tourist destinations in Washington. 
Visitors, arriving by foot, car, Tourmobile, and bus, visit the monuments, stroll the paths, and use the 
paddle boats in the Tidal Basin. To accommodate these visitors, there is a range of recent public and 
private facilities varying from National Park Service information kiosks to comfort stations. The park is 
also used extensively for a variety of recreational/sporting uses by local residents, including polo matches 
at the Polo Grounds and jogging and bicycling throughout the park. 

RESOURCES CLUSTERED AROUND THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL 

A number of notable historic resources in West Potomac Park are clustered around the Lincoln Memorial 
and its associated landscape, including the Reflecting and Rainbow Pools, the Dutch elm trees lining the 
Reflecting Pool, Arlington Memorial Bridge, and the Flood Control Levee. This g;assy area is " 
dominated by the memorial itself, and by a number of associated hardscape and landscape features. The 
Lincoln Memorial (Contributing Structure) is located at the focal point of the western end of the east
west axis that starts at the Capitol. Constructed between 1913 and 1922, both the memorial and the 
statue inside are principally oriented to the east, facing the Washington Monument and the Capitol along 
that axis. The massive masonry structure is set upon a rectangular platform with a 14-foot-tall raised 
terrace wall constructed of pink Milford granite, and is surrounded by a circular lawn that provides a 
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verdant setting for the structure.6 The memorial has a concrete foundation, exterior walls of Colorado
Yule marble, interior walls oflndiana limestone, and floors and interior wall base of pink Tennessee 
marble. Designed by architect Henry Bacon, the memorial is in the form of a peripteral Greek temple 
surrounded by a peristyle of 38 fluted Doric columns, which tilt slightly inward to give an increased 
illusion of height. The names of the 36 states that belonged to the Union at the time of Lincoln's death in 
1865, as well as the dates on which they joined, are inscribed on the frieze above the colonnade; the 
names are separated by double-wreath medallions in bas-relief. The cornice is comprised of carved 
scrolls alternating with projecting lions' heads, which are ornamented with palmetto cresting along the 
upper edge. The names of the 48 states belonging to the Union at the time of the memorial's dedication 
are inscribed on the attic frieze. All frieze and cornice ornamentation was completed by carver Ernest C. 
Bairstow.7 

The principal access to the Lincoln Memorial is via a monumental flight of steps, known as the 
approachway, located on the memorial's east side, facing the Mall's axis. The approachway steps begin 
at the level of the circular roadway that surrounds the memorial, and continue up to the memorial's main 
entrance. A regular series of landings is interspersed with the steps. Access to the memorial from the 
level of the Reflecting Pool is via steps up to the level of the circular roadway. This roadway encircles 
an area of green, landscaped lawn, which serves as an intermediate setting for the memorial. Flanking 
the approachway at the entrance to the memorial are two buttresses crowned with tripods of carved pink 
Tennessee marble. The memorial's interior is partitioned by two rows oflonic columns into three 
chambers. The north and south chambers are inscribed with Lincoln's Second Inaugural Address and his 
Gettysburg Address; the inscriptions are bordered with pilasters decorated with wreaths, eagles, and 
faces. The inscriptions and ornamentation were carved by Evelyn Beatrice Longman. Above each 
inscription is a mural by Jules Guerin that portrays governing principles present in Lincoln's life. The 
south wall mural, entitled "Emancipation," illustrates the principles of Freedom, Liberty, Immortality, 
Justice, and the Law, and the north wall mural, entitled "Reunion," pictures Unity: Fraternity, and 

6For the purposes of this nomination, the Lincoln Memorial has been classified a structure, rather than an 
object. This classification is based on the fact that it is a major memorial, which can be entered into, much like a 
structure. This distinction separates the Lincoln Memorial from the parks' other minor memorials, such as statues 
and plaques. The Lincoln Memorial has been counted as a single contributing structure, while the memorial's 
surrounding landscape has been counted as a single contributing site. 

7Donald C. Pfanz, National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nomination Form, "Lincoln Memorial," 
United States Department ofthe Interior, National Park Service, Washington, DC, January 12, 1981, p. 7.1. 
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Charity.8 The central hall, located between the north and south chambers, features a seated statue of 
Lincoln that faces east, looking down the axial vista toward the Capitol. The statue, carved by the 
Piccirilli brothers under the direction of sculptor Daniel Chester French, is 19 feet wide, 19 feet high, and 
took over four years to complete. Made of Georgia white marble, the statue weighs 175 tons, and was 
shipped to the site in 28 separate pieces. The statue is placed upon an oblong pedestal of Tennessee 
marble, which in turn rests upon a platform of the same material. An engraved epitaph, located above the 
statue's head, is bordered by two pilasters. The memorial's 60-foot ceiling is made of bronze girders 
decorated with oak and laurel leaves, alternating with panels of Alabama marble. 

Only a few repairs have been made to the Lincoln Memorial since its construction. The exterior of the 
memorial was cleaned with a high-pressure water treatment and repainted in 1973. As part of 
preparations for the Bicentennial, in 1975-1976, an elevator was installed in the memorial, as well as 
handicapped ramps and toilet facilities, and modifications were made to sidewalks and entrances.9 A 
bronze plaque with information on the states of Alaska and Hawaii was added to the memorial at the foot 
of the approachway in 1985.10 In the early 1990s, the National Park Service completed the first 
comprehensive repair effort at the memorial, and the handicapped ramps were renovated to a five percent 
grade. In 1994, a museum, which was the result of a nationwide fund-raising and lobbying effort by 
schoolchildren from Scottsdale, Arizona, opened in the memorial's basement. 

The broader Lincoln Memorial Grounds (Contributing Site) are comprised of several component 
landscapes, including the Lincoln Memorial Circle, and the Watergate Steps Area. Additional adjacent 
related features are the Reflecting Pool (see also) and Rainbow Pool (see also ). 11 In its entirety, this 
designed landscape is the product of numerous landscape architects and government agencies. The site 
in West Potomac Park on which the Lincoln Memorial was constructed was reserved as the location of a 
major monument in the McMillan Plan of 1901-02. The site was drained and graded from 1911-12, and 

~ 

~ational Register Inventory-Nomination Form, "Lincoln Memorial," pp. 7.1-7.2. 
9Merrill J. Mattes, "Landmarks of Liberty: A Report on the American Revolution Bicentennial 

Development Program of the National Park Service," United States Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service, Washington, DC, 1989, pp. 118-119. 

10Pamela Scott and Antoinette J. Lee, Buildings of the District of Columbia (New York, New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1993), p. 104. 

11For the purposes of this nomination, the entire landscape of the Lincoln Memorial has been classified as a 
single contributing site, while the Reflecting Pool and the Rainbow Pool have each been classified as a contributing 
site. 
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by 1914 the area had been informally landscaped with trees and shrubs. The first formal landscape 
design for this area was a collaboration between the Lincoln Memorial's;architect Henry Bacon and 
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. As the landscape architect member of the Commission of Fine Arts and the 
only surviving member of the McMillan Commission, Olmsted was tremendously influential in the 
evolution of the design for the memorial's landscape. In 1915, landscape architect Clarence Howard was 
hired to design the park area between the Lincoln Memorial and the Washington Monument; and in 1919 
Office of Public Buildings and Grounds staff landscape architect Irving Payne designed the plan for the 
circular terrace around the memorial. Payne's planting plans were then revised by James Greenleaf, 
Olmsted's successor on the Commission of Fine Arts. Since 1933, this landscape has been maintained by 
the National Park Service. 12 

The landscape design for the area within the Lincoln Memorial Circle was generally implemented 
between 1920 and 1932. The memorial's primary east (front) and west (back) elevations were treated 
individually, and their designs wrapped the plantings around the comers into the north and south 
elevations. The views of the memorial were to be framed with low plantings, and were to be softened by 
vegetation placed at the structure's comers. The palette for the memorial's foundation plantings 
included a variety of broadleaf evergreen trees and shrubs. The area in front of the principal east 
elevation was the first to be designed and planted. The plant palette for this elevation consisted primarily 
of mature boxwood and yew trees, which were planted in groupings along the memorial's facade. 
Located on the east side of the circle, two walled, rectangular planting beds with granite benches were 
constructed to frame the memorial's approachway. These planting beds originally contained two mature 
dwarf boxwoods, with a short dwarf boxwood hedge planted to serve as a backdrop. Hedges of dwarf 
boxwood first lined both outer edges of the pavement along the entire length of the approachway. In 
1944, the boxwood hedge flanking the approachway was replaced with a low, yew hedge, which was in 
tum replaced with a more compact yew hedge in 1976. The dwarf boxwood hedge was replaced with a ,, 
Japanese holly hedge sometime in the 1960s, and in 1976 was again replaced with the original species, 
dwarf boxwood. The front planting beds have also been replanted several times; by 1994, these beds 
were planted with Japanese holly edged with liriope. During the 1995-96 restoration of the 
approachway, the Japanese hollies were removed, and were later replaced in kind in 1996.13 

12"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," U.S. Department of 
the Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks-Central, Washington, DC, Draft, November 1996, pp. 
3.5-3.14. This draft Cultural Landscape Inventory has since been revised into a Cultural Landscape Report. 

13"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," p. 4.24. 
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The design for the-area in front of the west elevation was not fully implemented until the early 1930s, as 
the Arlington Memorial Bridge (see also) was being completed, and featured a more varied palette than 
did the east elevation. Here, southern magnolias were strategically placed and then intermixed with 
American hollies, with common and dwarf boxwoods grouped in front. The north and south sides of the 
memorial were first planted with American holly, common boxwood, and English yew, and clusters of 
mugo pine were planted at the center ofthese two elevations to act as a transition between the first and 
later plantings. These mugo pines were later replaced with a more horizontal-growing yew species. The 
outer edge of the circular drive and the roads radiating from this drive, Twenty-third Street, Bacon Drive, 
and French Drive, were first planted with American elms in 1923. The pattern of the original trees 
planted along the radial roads remains today. However, the planting pattern of trees along the circular 
drive has been mostly obliterated by the recent insertion of Constitution Gardens (see also) and the 
Korean War Veterans Memorial (see also), where newer plantings of understory trees are clustered 
beneath a canopy of oaks, maples, and zelkovas. Hardy vines, planted at the base and the top of the 
raised terrace wall in 1924, as a quick, temporary way to create a green background for the less densely 
planted areas around the structure, were removed soon after. 14 

Over the years, several construction projects in the immediate vicinity have altered the landscape of the 
Lincoln Memorial. In 1927, two "public comfort stations" were installed under the raised terrace on the 
memorial's eastern front, in response to increased visitation. Two entrances were cut through the raised 
terrace wall on both sides of the steps leading to the memorial, space for restrooms was created behind 
the wall, and a pair of bronze doors was hung at each entrance. 15 A significant alteration to the original 
landscape plan occurred in 1953, when a change was made to the outer edge of the circular roadway near 
the sidewalk above the Reflecting Pool. A rectangular curb cut was removed, making the circle 
continuous, and two planting beds were installed on the north and south sides of th!( sidewalk, in the 
areas formerly shaped by the original squared-off curb. These beds have been successively planted with 
dwarfboxwood, little leafholly, and Japanese hollies, which are present in the beds today.16 In addition, 
numerous minor vegetation management changes have been made, including the removal and 
replacement of dying shrubs, the addition of specimen trees (for example, two hollies along the 
memorial's east elevation), and the introduction of new plants (like the liriope in the front planting beds) 

4.22. 

14"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds~" pp. 3.11-3.24, 4.21-

15"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," p. 3.18. 
16"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," p. 4.22. 
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to the palette. Today, however, the site's overall spatial organization, patterns of circulation, and 
longstanding placement of vegetation around the Lincoln Memorial remains mostly consistent with the 
original design intent. 

The Watergate Steps Area, located adjacent to the Lincoln Memorial and the Arlington Memorial 
Bridge, was designed in 1929 by William Mitchell Kendall of the architectural firm of McKim, Mead 
and White as part of the plan for Arlington Memorial Bridge (see also). Completed in 1932, this 
structure functions as a watergate (a gate giving access to a body of water) with steps leading from the 
city to the river, and a bridge that carries the Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway to the western end ofthe 
monumental axis. The watergate is a curved area consisting of 40 granite steps, which are 230 feet wide 
at the level of the Potomac River and 206 feet wide at the top. The watergate, seawall, and bridge are all 
constructed of reinforced concrete faced with dimensioned, granite masonry, used to make the complex 
compatible with Arlington Memorial Bridge. The Watergate Steps were originally intended as a 
ceremonial entrance where foreign dignitaries arriving by boat could be welcomed to the city, and as a 
recreational space where boats could be docked. 17 Instead, outdoor musical performances were held in 
the amphitheater created by the Watergate Steps from 1935 until1973. During this time, a series of 
barges with orchestral shells, which served as stages for the performers, was anchored in the River near 
the base of the steps. Audiences were seated on these steps, although some concert-goers came by boat 
and listened while anchored nearby.18 These concerts were abandoned due to noise from National 
Airport resulting from the advent of jet planes. 

The character of the landscape of the Watergate Steps area was first determined in the 1930s by James 
Greenleaf, consulting landscape architect for the Arlington Memorial Bridge Commission, and Irving 
Payne, landscape architect for the Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks. Payne's final planting 
plan for this area utilized some of the same species of trees as were planted inside the Lincoln Memorial 
Circle. American holly, yew, and boxwood were planted in informal arrangements within the beds 
formed by the north and south plaza walls on both sides ofthe Watergate Steps and the bridge and 
parkway abutments. White pines, bald cypress, deodar cedar, swiss stone pine, and mugo pines were 
planted on the slopes adjacent to the north and south wing walls, for additional height and mass, to frame 
the view to the Potomac, and to supplement the broadleaf evergreens and coniferous shrubs already 

17Historic American Engineering Record, Arlington Memorial Bridge: Watergate and Bridge Plaza, HAER 
No. DC-7-A, pp. 1-2. 

18"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," pp. 3.25-3.26. 
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selected. Pink and white dogwoods were added to provide year-round interest. The recreational area 
west and northwest of the Lincoln Memorial received a more informal treatment, where a grove of 
native, deciduous, memorial trees was planted in the 1930s and 1940s. Subsequent plantings from the 
1970s through the 1990s have enhanced the naturalistic quality of this area, including a yew hedge that 
screens the volleyball courts, Kousa dogwoods planted underneath a row of elms along the approach road 
to the Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway, and a large grove of Yoshino cherry trees planted to mark both 
sides of Ohio Drive, SW, near the northwestern comer of West Potomac Park. A double row of 
American elm trees lines Constitution Avenue, and a circular planting bed dating to the early 1930s is 
located at the avenue's terminus. The placement of these elms indicates the original alignment of the 
avenue west to the Potomac River; this alignment was altered in the 1960s. Despite minor changes over 
the years, such as replacing American dogwoods with Kousa dogwoods, the landscape in this area retains 
a high degree of integrity. 19 

The Lincoln Memorial was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1981. The 
Lincoln Memorial and the Lincoln Memorial Grounds contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks 
Historic District, based on National Register Criteria A and C in the areas of Architecture, Art, 
Landscape Architecture, and Commemoration. Despite the fact that the memorial and its associated 
landscape are primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually 
qualifying for the National Register), its design, age, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its 
own historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration 
F. The Lincoln Memorial has become one of the nation's best-known and well-loved monuments.20 

The Reflecting Pool (Contributing Site) and Rainbow Pool (Contributing Site), located along the 
major east-west axis of the northern portion of West Potomac Park, are integral components of the 
designed historic landscape of the Lincoln Memorial. The McMillan Plan of 1901:02 called for a long 
reflecting pool, or canal, to provide a formal water element connecting the Washington Monument and 
Lincoln Memorial. This element, as implemented by the Reflecting and Rainbow Pools, is one of the 
singularly important features of the extended vista that the McMillan Plan created on this grand axis. 

19"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," pp. 4.44-4.45. 
2°For additional information on the Lincoln Memorial, refer to its individual National Register of Historic 

Places Inventory-Nomination Form, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, January 12, 1981. For 
additional information on the landscape of the Lincoln Memorial, refer to the Draft Cultural Landscape Inventory 
for West Potomac Park and the Lincoln Memorial Grounds, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
November 1996. 
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Together, the Reflecting Pool and the smaller Rainbow Pool form a panel of water more than 2,000 feet 
long, and their geometry provides a striking feature of the ground plane as viewed from the air. The two 
pools, set along the monumental axis that extends from the Lincoln Memorial to the Capitol, are framed 
by narrow walks flanked by lawn. A double row of Dutch elm trees with broad, unpaved walks between 
them, parallels the pools. These landscape features were constructed contemporaneously in 1919-22, as 
the Lincoln Memorial was being completed. The product ofthe collaboration of several men, the 
conceptual design for the two pools (as well as the memorial) was prepared by McMillan Commission 
member Charles F. McKim. The interpretation of McKim's conceptual design can be credited to Lincoln 
Memorial architect Henry Bacon working directly with Commission of Fine Arts member Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr. The edges of the two shallow basins are defined by granite copings. 

The rectangular Reflecting Pool, which originally appeared on the McMillan Plan drawings as a 
cruciform body of water, was built without its planned cross-shaped lagoon, as the temporary Navy and 
Munitions Buildings constructed during World War I along Constitution Avenue, NW, stood in the way. 
The Reflecting Pool measures 2,029 feet long, 163 feet wide, and approximately 30 inches deep at its 
center; it is named for the fact that striking images of the Washington Monument are reflected on its 
surface. The Rainbow Pool, a smaller, transverse basin located at the eastern end of the Reflecting Pool, 
is named for its water display, created by 142 jets which create upward and inward sprays of water that 
refract the sunlight in a rainbow effect. The Rainbow Pool, an oval basin with gracefully curved corners, 
is 300 feet long, 160 feet wide, and three feet deep.21 The Reflecting Pool and Rainbow Pool contribute 
to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criterion A in the areas 
of City Planning and Landscape Architecture. The two pools are integral aspects of the McMillan Plan, 
the landmark City Beautiful plan for the city of Washington. 

The double rows of Dutch Elm Trees (Contributing Site) that line and shade the gravel walkways 
along the north and south sides of the Reflecting Pool are also a defining feature ;ithin the McMillan 
Plan landscape. "English elms" were recommended in 1915 by Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., while he was 
serving as the landscape architect member of the Commission of Fine Arts. The trees specified were 
what Olmsted, and others, considered to be an "English elm;" in fact, the elms that were planted along 
the pool over the years are all cultivars of what we might commonly call today a Dutch elm. Olmsted 
selected "English elms" because he liked their upright form that provided shade when mature, 

21Leonard J. Furbee, "The Reflecting and Rainbow Pools," 1955, Revised 1964, U.S. Department of the 
Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Region, Office of Land Use, Washington, DC, Reservation File 
332, pp. 3-4, 6-7. 
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which made them an appropriate selection for park use. The original 502 "English elms" were ordered 
and imported from a nursery in Chester, England; they were planted in 1915-16, prior to the construction 
of both the Reflecting Pool and the Rainbow Pool. Ofthese trees, 398 were planted in four parallel rows 
that flanked (two rows on each side) the site of the Reflecting Pool. The remaining 104 trees were planted 
to the south of the parallel rows. As early as 1929, some of the original elms had to be replaced, as they 
had developed poor root systems, and frequently fell in high winds. Improved drainage and the lowering 
of the ground water level has since allowed the replacement elm trees to survive.22 

These elms have been continuously replanted over the years to retain their assertive green edge. Today, 
the rows contain a combination of trees from the original planting and later replacements. The majority of 
the trees are Dutch elms, with a few smoothleaf, American, English, and Scottish elms planted in 
between.23 Current National Park Service policy is to replace dead or dying trees in kind on a cyclical 
basis to ensure that the original design intent is perpetuated. The Park Service no longer advocates 
planting entire areas with a single type of tree, as this makes them less resistant to disease. The Dutch elm 
trees contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criterion 
A in the areas of City Planning and Landscape Architecture, as a critical landscape feature of the 
McMillan Plan that can be directly attributed to Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. 

The Arlington Memorial Bridge (Contributing Structure), designed by William Mitchell Kendall of 
the New York City architectural firm of McKim, Mead and White, was constructed between 1926 and 
1932. James Greenleaf served as consulting landscape architect for the bridge. Spanning the Potomac 
River from the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, DC, to Arlington Cemetery in Arlington, Virginia, the 
2,163-foot-long Neoclassical bridge has a 60-foot-wide roadway flanked by 15-foot-wide sidewalks. The 
bridge is composed of nine broad arches; all but the central bascule draw span are constructed of 
reinforced concrete faced with North Carolina granite in an ashlar pattern. The double-leaf, underneath 
counterweight, central bascule draw span is faced with pressed ornamental steel. These arches are 
crowned with six-foot bison keystones that were carved by Alexander Phimister Proctor.24 

The piers supporting the bridge's arches are between 32 and 41 feet wide, and sit on bedrock 35 feet into 
the Potomac River. The two piers that rest on the riverbanks feature simple square panels, while the 

22"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Parks, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," pp. 3.10, 3.20. 
23"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Parks, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," p. 4.9. 
24Barry Mackintosh, "Arlington Memorial Bridge," National Register of Historic Places Inventory-

Nomination Form, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Washington, DC, December 7, 1979, p. 
7.1. 
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remaining piers are ornamented with bas relief eagles in disks that are 12 feet in diameter. These disks are 
flanked by fasces with axe blades projecting from the top. This ornamental detailing was carved by 
sculptor Carl Paul Jennewein. The bridge's upper edge is delineated by granite balustrades with recessed 
benches atop each pier. These benches are set between granite blocks featuring Greek key banding. Two 
pairs of monumental Neoclassical statues on matching pedestals flank the eastern end of the Arlington 
Memorial Bridge and the Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway. "The Arts of War," standing at the end of 
the bridge, were sculpted by Leo Friedlander. "Valor" is represented by a male equestrian figure 
accompanied by a female holding a shield, and "Sacrifice" is depicted by a standing female representing 
the Earth looking to the equestrian figure of Mars. "The Arts of Peace," standing at the end of the 
parkway, were sculpted by James Earle Fraser. The statue entitled "Music and Harvest" features the 
winged horse Pegasus between a male figure holding a sickle and a bundle of wheat, and a female holding 
a harp. "Aspiration and Literature" also features Pegasus, this time flanked by figures holding a bow and 
a book. These 17-foot tall bronze statues rest on granite pedestals with 36 bronze stars, which represent 
the States that belonged to the Union at the end of the Civil War. The two sculptures were commissioned 
in 1925 and their designs were approved in 1933; however, the statues were not actually erected until 
1951, after they were cast and gilded as a gift to the United States by Italy. All four statues were regilded 
in 1971. 

The bridge's surroundings include a granite-faced, balustraded river wall that extends northwesterward 
along the riverbank, flanking the southern terminus of the Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway, and 
terminating in an exedra at the original western end of Constitution Avenue (now cut off from 
Constitution Avenue by the Theodore Roosevelt Bridge approaches). According to the National Register 
nomination for the Arlington Memorial Bridge and its related features, this architectural treatment of the 
Parkway terminus was designed and constructed in conjunction with the bridge. 

The Arlington Memorial Bridge, along with its related features, was individually listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places in 1980, and it contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic 
District based on National Register Criterion C in the areas of Architecture, Engineering, and Art. It is an 
exceptional Neoclassical bridge designed by the nationally known architectural firm of McKim, Mead and 
White.25 

25For additional information on Arlington Memorial Bridge, refer to its individual National Register of 
Historic Places Inventory-Nomination Form, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, December 7, 
1979. 
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Running parallel to the Reflecting Pool, north ofthe double row of Dutch elm trees, on an east-west 
alignment from the Lincoln Memorial to Seventeenth Street, is the Flood Control Levee 
(Noncontributing Site). This embankment was constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 
1938 to protect the Smithsonian museums and downtown Washington from Potomac River flooding. The 
present levee, which replaced a temporary levee constructed in 1936, is essentially a two-and-one-half
foot high, linear, grassed berm. There is a gap in the levee at Twenty-third Street that allows automobile 
traffic to pass through the area at grade. In times of emergency, sandbags can be used to close the gap 
between Twenty-third Street and the Lincoln Memorial and Seventeenth Street at Constitution A venue. 
On the east side of Seventeenth Street, there is no levee per se, but the Washington Monument Grounds 
are graded to provide the elevation needed for flood protection. 

RESOURCES CLUSTERED AROUND CONSTITUTION GARDENS 

A second group of historic features is clustered around Constitution Gardens (Contributing Site), a 52-
acre designed landscape located within West Potomac Park. The long, rectangular park is bounded on the 
east by Seventeenth Street; on the west by Twenty-third Street; by the Reflecting Pool on the south; and 
by Constitution Avenue, NW, on the north. Completed as a Bicentennial project in 1976, Constitution 
Gardens was designed by the Washington, DC, office of the national architectural firm Skidmore, Owings, 
and Merrill, and the landscape architectural firm of Arnold Associates in the early 1970s. Designed in a 
romantic, naturalistic style, one of the major features of Constitution Gardens is a six-acre, curvilinear, 
constructed lake with a kidney-shaped island (see also "56 Signers Memorial"), which is connected by a 
footbridge to the lake's northern shore. The lake has a circumference of2,625 feet, and is approximately 
two feet deep. The gardens contain masses of forest trees placed around open lawn areas, and a network 
of winding paths for pedestrians and bicyclists runs throughout. Constitution Garpens is the site of the 
Vietnam War Veterans Memorial (see also) and Vietnam Women's Memorial(see also). At the 
easteonnost edge of the site, on the cross-axis of the Rainbow Pool, is a flat, raised platform, which was 
intended to hold a food pavilion that was never built; it is accessed by four diagonal paths. Three 
fieldstone, walled terraces leading down from the platform to the lake were meant for tables. The plan for 
Constitution Gardens features bold, curvilinear forms. The only exception to this is the angular Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial set within its boundaries. The view from the gardens to the east is dominated by the 
Washington Monument, and the views of Constitution Avenue to the north are filtered through maple, 
beech, oak, and gum trees planted in masses throughout the site.26 

26Allen Freeman, "Romantic Garden on the Classical Mall," The AlA Journal (June 1983): pp. 51-52. 
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Constitution Gardens contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National 
Register Criterion,A in the areas of Landscape Architecture and Commemoration. The garden falls within 
the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration G. Though less than fifty years old, the garden 
has achieved exceptional significance, first as a highly visible project celebrating the American 
Bicentennial in the nation's capital, and later as the landscaped setting for a number of national 
memorials. 

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial (Contributing Object) is set within a two-acre site on the grounds of 
the Constitution Gardens meadow near the Lincoln Memorial. The memorial is composed of three 
distinct elements: the Wall, designed by Maya Ying Lin and architect of record Cooper-Lecky 
Partnership (dedicated in 1982), the bronze figurative sculpture designed by Frederick Hart, and the 
nearby flagstaff. (Both the sculpture and the flagstaff were dedicated in 1984). The Wall, Frederick Hart 
sculpture, and flagstaff were all authorized by Public Law 96-297 in 1980. 

Maya Lin won the design competition for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial as an undergraduate 
architecture student at Yale University; she then worked with the Cooper-Lecky Partnership so that her 
design could be constructed. The Wall, a striking, contemporary design, consists of two, 200-foot-long, 
polished black granite walls, which are built into the earth and meet to form a "V." It was designed by Lin 
to "emerge and recede into the earth." In deference to the existing landscape, this strong symbol retains 
the openness of the landscape through carefully engineered vistas to both the Lincoln Memorial and the 
Washington Monument. The Wall was inscribed with the names of the 57,692 Americans that were killed 
or missing in action in Vietnam between 1963 and 1973. These names are listed in the chronological 
order in which they died or disappeared. Additional names have been added to the Wall since its 
completion, and the symbols behind certain names which indicate their status have been revised, usually 
from "missing in action" to "killed in action." Also, a number of people listed on the Wall have since 
been discovered to be alive; as it is difficult to remove or erase names from the granite wall, their names 
remain. 

After great debate, a flagstaff and a figurative sculpture were added to the memorial's original design, as a 
concession to those who were opposed to the Wall's modern design and symbolism. These features are 
located in a granite-paved plaza, which was added a certain distance from the Wall, but near an entrance 
walk to it, and were dedicated on Veterans Day, November 11, 1984. Frederick Hart's bronze sculpture, 
entitled "Three Servicemen," features a Hispanic soldier, an African-American soldier, and a Caucasian 
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soldier. It was cast at the Joel Meisner & Co., Inc., foundry in Plainview, New York.27 The base of the 
60-foot flagstaff features the emblems ofthe five armed services: the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, 
and Coast Guard.28 Alterations have since been made to the memorial, including night lighting for the 
Wall, widening walkways, and adding post and chain barriers to accommodate intense visitation levels 
while protecting the site. 

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based 
on National Register Criteria A and C in the areas of Architecture, Art, and Commemoration. Despite the 
fact that it is primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually qualifying 
for the National Register), its design, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own historical 
significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. The Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial also falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration G. Though 
it is less than 50 years old, the memorial possesses exceptional significance due to the Congressional 
authorization of its site and design, and its immediate symbolic importance in the Monumental Core. 

The Vietnam Women's Memorial (Contributing Object), a memorial honoring the women who served 
in Vietnam, was first conceived by Diane Carlson Evans, a housewife from Minnesota who had served as 
an Army nurse in Vietnam. Evans organized the Vietnam Women's Memorial Project, Inc., to recognize 
the efforts of women in the Vietnam War, and then to raise money for a suitable memorial to be placed in 
Washington, DC, near the existing memorial.29 The resulting Vietnam Women's Memorial was 
authorized by Public Law 96-297 in 1980, and was dedicated on Veterans Day, November 11, 1993. The 
memorial features a bronze sculpture of three nurses, the first caring for a wounded soldier, the second 
kneeling and clutching an empty helmet, and the third looking skyward for a rescue helicopter. This 
sculpture, by Glenna Goodacre of Santa Fe, New Mexico, is located on a terrace of granite pavers 
approximately 300 feet southeast of the Frederick Hart sculpture and facing across the lawn towards the 
Wall. The architect who designed the memorial plaza was George Dickie, AlA, ASLA, of State College, 
Pennsylvania. 

27 Jannelle Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected Statues, Monuments and Memorials," U.S. Department 
ofthe Interior, National Park Service, National Capital Parks-Central, August I, 1985, pp. 124-126. 

28"Vietnam Veterans Memorial Official Park Guide," U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service, National Capital Parks-Central, Washington, DC. 

29Peter Perl, "A Matter of Honor," The Washington Post Magazine, October 25, 1992, pp. 16-31. 
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The Vietnam Women's Memorial contributes to the East and W~t Potomac Parks Historic District, based 
on National Register Criteria A and C in the areas of Art and Commemoration. Despite the fact that it is 
primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually qualifying for the 
National Register), its design, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own historical 
significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. The Vietnam 
Women's Memorial also falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration G. Though 
it is less than 50 years old, the memorial possess exceptional significance due to the Congressional 
authorization of its site and design, and its immediate symbolic importance in the Monumental Core. 

The 56 Signers Memorial (Contributing Object), located on the small island in Constitution Gardens, 
was designed in 1981 by the landscape architectural firm EDAW, Inc., with Joseph Brown as principal-in
charge, and Kurt Pronske, civil engineer. The memorial was designed to honor the 56 Signers of the 
Declaration of Independence. It consists of an arc of granite blocks, each bearing an enlarged, incised, 
gold-leaf signature of one of the Declaration's signers, along a granite plaza that opens out to the lake and 
to views of nearby memorials. Sedums planted between the blocks soften their edges. A curving, low 
fieldstone wall, which bisects the island, extends in two directions from the memorial.30 The last 
sentence of the Declaration of Independence is engraved at the entrance to the memorial, and a wooden 
bridge provides access to the island. 

The 56 Signers Memorial contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based on 
National Register Criteria A and C, in the areas of Landscape Architecture and Commemoration. Despite 
the fact that it is primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually 
qualifying for the National Register), its design, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own 
historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. 
The 56 Signers Memorial also falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration G. 
Though it is less than 50 years old, the memorial possesses exceptional significance due to the 
Congressional authorization of its site and design, and its immediate symbolic importance in the 
Monumental Core. 

3°Freeman, "Romantic Garden on the Classical Mall," The AlA Journal, p. 52. 
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RESOURCES CLUSTERED AROUND THE TIDAL BASIN 

A significant number of historic resources are arranged around the Tidal Basin (Contributing Site), an 
irregularly shaped, constructed body of water with four lobes, covering 110 acres and averaging six feet 
deep. Located between the Potomac River and the Washington Channel, the Tidal Basin is an integral 
component of the landscape of West Potomac Park. Designed in 1882 by U.S. Army Major Peter C. 
Hains as part of his plan for the reclamation of the Potomac Flats and the creation of Potomac Park, the 
Tidal Basin was dredged in 1885, and redredged in 1907?1 The water that it holds is used for recreation, 
as well as to flush out the Washington Channel. The basin is formed by structural stone seawalls (see 
also). Hundreds of Japanese Cherry Trees (see also) line the banks of the Tidal Basin, and are reflected in 
the water's surface (see also "Views Around Tidal Basin"). The Tidal Basin contributes to the East and 
West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criteria A and C in the area of 
Engineering. The basin is a significant feature of the reclamation and subsequent improvement of the 
Potomac Flats, one of the most important projects undertaken by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the 
late nineteenth century. 

The Tidal Basin is rimmed with Stone Seawalls (Contributing Structure)-- retaining walls that prevent 
the massive earth fill from eroding back into the Potomac River.32 The seawalls were constructed from 
1882 into the 1890s by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, as the reclamation of the parks progressed. 
Since the reclamation proceeded generally from west to east, it is likely that the seawalls in West Potomac 
Park were constructed before those in East Potomac Park. The seawall surrounding the Tidal Basin was 
completed by 1896.33 Portions of the seawall rimming the Tidal Basin have been periodically repaired or 
rebuilt as needed. One example of this is when the northern lobe of the Tidal Basin was reshaped in the 
early 1940s as part of the construction ofKutz Bridge; another is when the Jefferson Memorial was 
constructed along the Tidal Basin in the 1940s. Many sections of the seawall are in need of repair, 
although their alignment is intact. ,, 

The seawalls are capped by an eight-foot-wide concrete walk, which was constructed by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to provide safe access to the riverfront for such passive recreation uses as strolling and 
fishing. An iron-pipe railing runs along the top of the seawall only between the Tidal Reservoir Outlet 

31Historic American Engineering Record, Tidal Reservoir, HAER No. DC-9, pp. 1-3. 
32Although the seawalls are present in both parks, for the purposes of this nomination they have been 

considered a single contributing structure, and have been counted only once. 
33Historic American Buildings Survey, West Potomac Park, HABS No. DC-693, p. 5. 
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Bridge and the Kutz Bridge. The concrete walk and railing likely date to the late 1920s or early 1930s. 
Each component of the three-tier pipe railing is approximately four inches in diameter; overall, the railing 
stands forty inches high, and has been painted gray. The Stone Seawalls contribute to the East and West 
Potomac Parks Historic District, based on National Register Criteria A and C in the area of Engineering; 
they are an important feature of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' efforts to reclaim the Potomac Flats. 

After construction of the Tidal Basin had begun, the Tidal Reservoir Outlet Bridge (Contributing 
Structure) was built in 1888-89 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as the primary tidal gate for the 
Tidal Basin. Located where East Basin Drive crosses the Washington Channel, between the base of 
Fifteenth Street and the Fourteenth Street Bridge, the bridge was one of the earliest completed features of 
the basin. The need for a tidal gate at the Tidal Basin's outlet became apparent as the basin was dredged, 
when tremendous amounts of water flowed from the basin into the channel. The Tidal Reservoir Outlet 
Bridge was designed to regulate the flow of water from the Washington Channel through the Tidal Basin 
into the Potomac River. As originally conceived, the tidal gate at the outlet was to operate on its own 
without an accompanying gate at the inlet. An additional tidal gate, the Tidal Reservoir Inlet Bridge (see 
also), was constructed two decades later at the inlet to control the silt building up in the Tidal Basin. 

The Tidal Reservoir Outlet Bridge is constructed of granite with two concrete wing walls on each side of 
the outlet on the Channel side, and has a reinforced concrete deck. This low-level bridge has six arched 
spans, each of which is six feet wide and 12 feet high, and contains a pair of wooden gates that open and 
close to control the flow of water out into the channeV4 The setting of the Tidal Reservoir Outlet 

Bridge has been changed dramatically since its completion by the construction of numerous bridges in its 
immediate vicinity. Today, the Outlet Bridge is hemmed in between the Fourteenth Street bridge that 
crosses the outlet, and the Fifteenth Street bridge that connects with the exit ramp leading to Hains Point. 

4 

While originally used to control water flow, today it functions primarily as a pedestrian crossing.35 

Regardless of this changing use, the Tidal Reservoir Outlet Bridge contributes to the East and West 
Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criteria A and C in the area of Engineering. 
The bridge is an integral feature of the Tidal Basin as devised and constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers in the late nineteenth century. 

34Historic American Engineering Record, Tidal Reservoir Outlet Bridge, HAER No. DC-9-B, pp. 1-3. 
35Historic American Engineering Record, Tidal Reservoir Outlet Bridge, HAER No. DC-9-B, pp. 2-3. 
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Once it was determined that the primary tidal gate was insufficient for regulating the basin's flow, the 
Tidal Reservoir Inlet Bridge (Contributing Structure) was constructed in 1908-09. Located on Ohio 
Drive, SW, spanning the inlet to the Tidal Basin, the bridge was designed to act as a tidal gate for the 
Tidal Basin, controlling and regulating the water entering from the Potomac River. The construction of 
these two bridges also allowed for complete circulation around the Tidal Basin by 1910. Today, the Tidal 
Basin Inlet Bridge carries vehicular and pedestrian traffic along Ohio Drive. Designed by noted 
Washington, DC, architect Nathan C. Wyeth, and constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
the Inlet Bridge is 184 feet in length, and has a 25-foot roadway flanked by 7-foot sidewalks. The bridge 
consists of a single central span with one fixed span on each side, all constructed of reinforced concrete. 
The ornamental details of the Inlet Bridge, such as gargoyles that vent water from integral bronze 
fountains, are constructed of cast concrete with exposed aggregate facing.36 

The Inlet Bridge has been altered several times since its completion. In 1926, the bridge was widened to 
32 feet; one sidewalk was converted to a bridle path; lighting standards on the bridge were removed; and 
steel I-beams were placed underneath the roadbed for reinforcement. Between 1969 and 1971, the tidal 
gate spans were removed and replaced. A major repair of the Inlet Bridge was undertaken in 1985-86, at 
which time an original removable lock span was permanently removed and replaced with a fixed, 
reinforced concrete span. Also, deteriorating sections of the bridge were replaced, and the entire structure 
was cleaned.37 Despite these alterations, the Tidal Reservoir Inlet Bridge contributes to the East and West 
Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criteria A and C in the area of Engineering. 
The bridge is an integral component of the Tidal Basin, and was constructed by the U.S. Corps of 
Engineers in the early twentieth century. 

Traffic circulation in this portion of West Potomac Park was altered with the construction of the 
Independence Avenue Extension (Contributing Structure). This road project "'as initiated in the early 
1940s primarily to allow better access from the city of Washington to the Pentagon. Philadelphia architect 
Paul Philippe Cret designed a narrow dual-highway system with a bridge (see "Kutz Bridge" below) 
across the Tidal Basin, which was an amenable solution to several different constituencies. The War 
Department liked the fact that Cret's road system connected to both the Fourteenth Street Bridges 

36Historic American Engineering Record, Tidal Reservoir Inlet Bridge, HAER No. DC-9-A, pp. 1-3. 
37Historic American Engineering Record, Tidal Reservoir Inlet Bridge, HAER No. DC-9-A, pp. 1, 3, 5. 
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and to Arlington Memorial Bridge, which allowed access to the Pentagon even if one bridge was 
destroyed during the war. At the insistence of the National Park Service and the Commission of Fine 
Arts, the new roads were narrow, and existing park roads were incorporated into the new system; this 
helped to preserve both existing vegetation and scenic vistas.38 This road system remains in place today. 

The Kutz Bridge (Contributing Structure) was designed by Paul Philippe Cretin 1941 as an integral 
part of the Independence Avenue Extension project. The bridge was constructed in 1943 to carry 
eastbound Independence Avenue, SW, over the north bay of the Tidal Basin; and a separate roadway 
immediately north of this bay was planned to carry westbound traffic. Just south of the Washington 
Monument Grounds an overpass was built where the westbound lanes passed over the eastbound lanes, 
and a connection was constructed to Maine Avenue, SW, south of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
Cret's design necessitated a change in the shape of the basin's Northern Neck, the area of shoreline 
between the Kutz Bridge and the John Paul Jones Memorial. The original rounded shape ofthe shoreline 
was flattened, and new revetment walls were built.39 The 833-foot bridge is constructed of concrete and 
steel on pilings. It has granite facings and contains 15 40-foot-long spans. The bridge's roadway is 34 
feet wide, and is flanked by 6-foot-wide sidewalks. Known simply as the Independence Avenue Bridge, it 
was dedicated in 1954 by Mrs. Charles W. Kutz in memory of her late husband, a Brigadier General who 
had served three times as Engineer Commissioner for the District of Columbia.40 

Several components of the landscape surrounding the Kutz Bridge can be attributed to Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr. In accordance with Olmsted's original design for the landscape of West Potomac Park, elm 
trees were planted in this area as early as 1907, and a cluster of sycamore trees located on the north side of 
Independence Avenue, SW, near Seventeenth Street, was likely planted under his direction.41 The 
Independence A venue Extension and the Kutz Bridge contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks 
Historic District based on National Register Criterion C in the areas of Transportation, Architecture and 
Engineering, as the skillful work of nationally recognized architect Paul Philippe Cret. 

38Scott G. Shultz, "The Development of the Historic Landscape of the Washington Monument Grounds 
and West Potomac Park," U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Cultural Resources, Washington, 
DC, 1995, p. 21. 

39Shultz, "The Development of the Historic Landscape of the Washington Monument Grounds and West 
Potomac Park," p. 20. 

40Gordon Chappell, "East and West Potomac Parks: A History," U.S. Department of the Interior, National 
Park Service, Denver Service Center, June 1973, pp. 151-152. 

41 Shultz, "The Development of the Historic Landscape of the Washington Monument Grounds and West 
Potomac Park," pp. 27, 30. 
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Since its completion, a number of memorials have been sited near the Tidal Basin, the earliest of which 
was the Commodore John Paul Jones Statue (Contributing Object). It was constructed at Seventeenth 
Street and Independence A venue, SW, to honor the Revolutionary War hero, who was born in Scotland in 
1747, and died in poverty in Paris in 1792. Jones joined the United States Navy in 1775, and after an 
extraordinary naval career here, he joined the Russian Navy as a Rear Admiral. His grave had been 
discovered in an obscure cemetery in Paris in 1905, and his remains, which had been preserved in a barrel 
of rum, were returned to the United States for reinterment at the United States Naval Academy, in 
Annapolis, Maryland. Immediately thereafter, in 1906, Congress appropriated $50,000 for a memorial to 
Jones,42 and the resulting statue was built from 1911-12, and dedicated on April17, 1912. The 
memorial's bronze statue and marble pedestal were designed by sculptor Charles Henry Niehaus. Thomas 
Hastings, ofthe New York City architectural firm of Carrere and Hastings, served as project architect. 
Carver John Grignolai was responsible for the ornamentation on the statue's base, and the statue was cast 
by the Gorham Company.43 

The memorial's bronze statue of Jones is mounted against a large, marble pylon. The statue and pylon are 
both placed on a pedestal containing spouts shaped like dolphins, through which water flows into the 
basin below. Jones is depicted in the statue in period naval officer dress, with his left hand on the pommel 
of his sword, and his right hand clenched in a fist. The marble pylon features a series of military symbols, 
and the rear of the pylon has a relief that depicts Jones raising the American flag on a United States man
of-war ship. This relief illustrates the long-held belief that he was the first man to raise the new American 
flag on a war ship. Over this relief, the words "Surrender? I have not yet begun to fight!" 
are carved.44 A plaque, presented by the Navy Department, was placed on the statue on October 30, 1920, 
the I 45th anniversary of the founding of the United States Navy. This plaque was inscribed with a quote 
from a speech Jones delivered on September 14, 1775, in which he outlined the desired attributes of a 
good naval officer.45 In 1949, the Department ofthe Navy requested that this plaque be removed and 

42James M. Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1974), p. 397. 

43Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected Statues, Monuments and Memorials," pp. 68-71. 
44Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC, p. 397. 
45"Nation's Tribute Paid Paul Jones," Clipping dated October 31, 1920, Found at 

National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, DC, Record Group 66, 

Records of the Commission of Fine Arts, Entry 17, Box 86; "John Paul Jones Tablet 

Unveiled," The Evening Star, October 31, 1920. 
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replaced with one with an authentic recounting of the facts of Jones' life, as the quote by Jones on the 
original plaque was not correctly attributed.46 A 199Jcsite visit revealed no plaque present on the statue. 

The Commodore John Paul Jones Statue contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District 
based on National Register Criterion A in the areas of Art and Commemoration. Despite the fact that it is 
primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually qualifying for the 
National Register), its design, age, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own historical 
significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. The statue 
was also the first memorial to be placed in either of the two parks. 

The Japanese Cherry Trees (Contributing Site), a major character-defining component of the landscape 
of East and West Potomac Parks, were also sited around the Tidal Basin.47 Approximately 3,000 cherry 
trees, given to the city of Washington as a gift from Japan, were planted in the two parks in 1912. The 
first shipment oftrees from Japan was infested with several types of insects, so they were destroyed, and a 
second shipment of trees was made. Twelve species of cherry trees were sent by Japan, the majority of 
which were planted on the banks of the Tidal Basin. An estimated 150 to 200 of the original trees survive 
today; and the former diverse collection of trees has dwindled to only two species, the white Yoshino and 
the pink, double-blossomed Kwanzan. As replacement records have only been kept since the 1970s, the 
exact location of most of the original trees is not known. The first two Yoshino trees that were planted in 
1912 by Mrs. Taft and the wife of the then Japanese ambassador are marked with a bronze plaque (see 
also).48 The Japanese Cherry Trees contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based 
on Criterion A in the areas of Landscape Architecture and Social History. The cherry trees remain a 
major tourist attraction in the spring today. 

The First Japanese Cherry Trees Planting Plaque (Noncontributing Object), located along the 
northwestern lobe of the Tidal Basin, on a boulder between the first two cherry trees that were planted by 
Mrs. Taft and the Viscountess ofChinda, wife of the then Japanese ambassador, in 1912. The rectangular 
plaque was placed on this site in 1950 by the National Capital Sesquicentennial Commission to 
commemorate and to mark the exact location of the first two Japanese cherry trees that were planted. The 
First Japanese Cherry Trees Planting Plaque does not contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks 

46Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected Statues, Monuments and Memorials,'' p. 71. 
47 Although the cherry trees are present in both parks, for the purposes of this nomination, they have been 

considered a single contributing site, and have been counted only once. 
48Linda Wheeler, "Tidal Basin's Blossoming Controversy," The Washington Post, March 23, 1997. 
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Historic District, as it is commemorative in nature, less than 50 years old, and does not exhibit exceptional 
importance. This feature should be re-evaluated once it is 50 years old. 

Two gifts from the nation of Japan were placed on the banks of the Tidal Basin in the 1950s. The first 
gift, the Japanese Lantern (Contributing Object), located along the Tidal Basin near the intersection of 
Independence Avenue, SW, and West Basin Drive, SW, was one of three antique stone lanterns given to 
the citizens of the United States by the Governor of Tokyo in 1954. The other two lanterns were given to 
the cities of Providence and Newport, Rhode Island. A symbol of Japanese-American understanding, the 
lantern was dedicated on March 30, 1954, the lOOth anniversary of Commodore Matthew Perry's opening 
of American trade with Japan. The lantern was placed on the northwest bank of the Tidal Basin, between 
two of the original cherry trees that were planted by Mrs. William Howard Taft and the wife of the then 
Japanese ambassador, the Viscountess Chinda, in 1912.49 

This Japanese Lantern was carved in Tokyo in 1651 to honor dead warlord Tokugawa Iemitsu; its twin 
still stands on the grounds of a temple in Ueno Park in Tokyo. The granite lantern, hexagonal in shape 
and ten feet in height, consists of small base, a circular pillar, and a lantern with six small openings, which 
is crowned by six scrolled ornaments and a finial. This lantern is lighted yearly to officially begin the 
city's Cherry Blossom Festival.50 The Japanese Lantern contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks 
Historic District based on National Register Criterion A in the areas of Art and Social History. 
Despite the fact that it is primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually 
qualifying for the National Register), its design, age, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its 
own historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration 
F. The lantern has achieved additional significance as a gift to the nation from the country of Japan. 

The second gift, the Japanese Pagoda (Contributing Object), located near the in
4
tersection of Ohio 

Drive, SW, and West Basin Drive, SW, was given by Ryozo Kiranuma, the Mayor of Yokohama, to the 
people of Washington. The 3,800-pound, stone pagoda arrived in the District of Columbia on June 19, 
1957, in pieces that were packed in five wooden crates with no assembly instructions. With assistance 

49"Tokyo Governor Sends DC A 300-Year-Old Lantern," Washington Times Herald, November 19, 1953; 
Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC, pp. 398-399. 

50Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC, pp. 398-399; Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected 
Statues, Monuments and Memorials," pp. 63-64. 
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from an expert in Japanese culture from the Library of Congress, the pagoda was reassembled, and was 
installed on the bank of the Tidal Basin. It was dedicated Ot1IApril21, 1958.51 

The Japanese Pagoda is a nine-tiered structure, with four seated Buddhas carved into its base. 52 A brass 
plaque, located on the pagoda's base, reads "May this pagoda symbolize the spirit of friendship between 
the United States of America and Japan manifested in the treaty of peace, amity and commerce signed at 
Yokohama on March 31, 1854, by the plenipotentiaries of the two countries. "53 The Japanese Pagoda 
contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criterion A 
in the areas of Art and Social History. Despite the fact that it is primarily commemorative in intent (thus 
in the category of properties not usually qualifying for the National Register), its design, age, tradition, 
and symbolic value has invested it with its own historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to 
National Register Criteria Consideration F. The pagoda has also achieved additional significance as a gift 
to the nation from the country of Japan. 

Stretching 800 feet along the southwest bank of the Tidal Basin and supported by 900 steel pilings set into 
the marshy soil, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial (Contributing Site) is the newest monument 
in the two parks. The idea for a memorial to honor the nation's 32nd president was formally recognized in 
1955 when Congress created the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial Commission to guide the design 
and construction of the memorial. In 1959, Congress passed Public Law 86-241, which 
set aside a 27-acre site in West Potomac Park for the memorial, authorized the commission to hold a 
design competition, and appropriated $150,000 to organize it. The memorial's construction was 
delayed for over 30 years, as its evolving design underwent agency review, and private moneys were 
raised and Congressional authorizations were made to fund its fabrication. Designed by San Francisco 
landscape architect Lawrence Halprin, F ASLA, the memorial was built in thirty months between 1994 and 
1997 at a cost of$48.5 million, and was dedicated by President Clinto~ on May 2, 1997. The memorial 
landscape, which covers approximately seven-and-a-half acres, features four outdoor rooms, one for each 
of Roosevelt's four terms. These rooms are defined by walls constructed by hand-carved blocks of 
Carnelian red granite from South Dakota and Minnesota. Each room has a fountain, sculptural elements, 
and inscriptions from Roosevelt's speeches that reflect the events of the times. Water is a 

51Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC, p. 399; Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected 
Statues, Monuments and Memorials," p. 65; "City Seeks Blueprint for a Pagoda; Japanese Gift Arrives in 5 Crates," 
The Washington Star, June 19, 1957; "Company for Blossoms," The Washington Daily News, April22, 1958. 

52Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC, p. 399. 
53"City Seeks Blueprint for a Pagoda; Japanese Gift Arrives in 5 Crates," The Washington Star, June 19, 

1957. 
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leitmotif in the memorial, as Roosevelt was born and raised near the Hudson River, was an avid sailor, and 
also serNed as assistant secretary of the navy early in his political career. The memorial's inscriptions 
were carved by master stone carver John Benson. 

Located in West Potomac Park, the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial occupies the last of four 
ceremonial spaces reserved by the McMillan Plan. 54 The east side of the memorial's forecourt contains a 
small stone building that houses offices for park rangers, a small bookstore, and an interpretive area. The 
entrance to the memorial features a 12-foot-high granite wall, on which is inscribed "Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, President of the United States, 1933-1945." Inside the memorial's entrance is a bronze 
sculpture of the presidential seal Roosevelt used during his 12 years in office, created by sculptor Tom 
Hardy of Portland, Oregon. On the wall to the left of this seal is a line from one of Roosevelt's best
known speeches during his first term, "This generation of Americans has a rendezvous with destiny." In 
the first room, which represents Roosevelt's first term (1933-1937), the images and sculpture focus on the 
first 100 days of Roosevelt's presidency. A bronze bas-relief sculpture by sculptor Robert Graham depicts 
his first inauguration; the inspiration for this artwork was a segment from a contemporary newsreel 
covering this inauguration. The quote "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself' is carved into the 
wall above the bas-relief. Other short quotes from several of his speeches and fireside chats have been 
carved into the granite walls, and longer quotations have been sandblasted onto thermal-finished granite 
panels. The large waterfall in the first room symbolizes Roosevelt's life-long ties to the water, and also 
helps to filter the sound of airplanes taking off from and landing at National Airport. 55 

The transition between the first and second rooms is a landscaped passageway with a small stone fountain 
at its end. The second room, which represents his second term (1937-1941), focuses on the Great 
Depression and the tremendous problem of unemployment during this time. Three sculptures by New 
Jersey sculptor George Segal, of an urban breadline, a rural couple, and a man listening to a fireside chat 
represent specific American responses to the country's depression. A thirty-foot bronze, bas-relief mural 
by Robert Graham illustrates 54 of the New Deal social and economic programs instigated by Roosevelt, 
and five free-standing, bronze cylinders in front of the wall contain the negative images from the mural. 
The large fountain in this room, patterned after a Tennessee Valley Authority dam, represents the large
scale New Deal regional electrification projects of this period.56 

54 As described elsewhere in this report, the other three ceremonial spaces are occupied by the Lincoln 
Memorial, Washington Monument, and Jefferson Memorial. 

55 Lawrence Halprin, The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial (San Francisco, California: Chronicle 
Books, 1997), pp. 26, 42, 44, 46-47, 52-53, 56. 

56Halprin, The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, pp. 26, 58, 66-73, 80, 85. 
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A grassy berm between the second and third rooms marks the point at which the President and the nation 
entered into World War II. The th-ird room, representing his thi:rd term (1941-1945), focuses on World 
War II. A granite wall, known as the War Wall, is inscribed with the following Roosevelt quotation: "I 
have seen war. I have seen war on land and sea. I have seen blood running from the wounded ... I have 
seen the dead in the mud. I have seen cities destroyed ... I have seen children starving. I have seen the 
agony of mothers and wives. I hate war." Huge granite blocks with the refrain "I hate war" carved into 
them are strewn across the paved path, and a fountain with broken granite blocks and skewed water jets 
simulate the destructive nature of the war in Europe. The room also contains bronze sculptures of a seated 
President Roosevelt and his beloved dog Fala, both the work of sculptor Neil Estern. 57 

The transition between the third and fourth rooms is actually a viewing platform. The fourth room, 
symbolizing the final year Roosevelt served before he died in office in 1945, focuses on the peace after 
the close of World War II and the creation of the United Nations. A sunken alcove within the room 
contains a 30-foot bronze bas-relief of Roosevelt's funeral procession, created by sculptor Leonard 
Baskin. A sculpture of First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, shown as the nation's first delegate to the United 
Nations, is located in a niche at the end of a ramp. The risers of the seats of an amphitheater, formed by 
the placement of massive granite stones bearing more ofRoosevelt's quotations, are carved with a 
timeline of dates and major events in the President's life. The seats of this amphitheater face a large 
fountain that empties into a pool with stepping stones. Roosevelt's Four Freedoms for the American 
people, Freedom of Speech, Freedom ofWorship, Freedom from Want, and Freedom from Fear, are 
inscribed on the final wall of the memorial.58 

The landscape plantings at the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial include a complex palette of 
deciduous and evergreen trees, shrubs, and gro~ndcovers. The major existing landscape features on the 
site prior to the memorial's construction were a number of mature trees, including JOO-foot-high Dutch 
elm trees along the road bordering the Tidal Basin, flowering Japanese Cherry Trees on the bank of the 
Tidal Basin, several hemlocks, and a pawlonia. To complement these existing trees that were 
incorporated into the site's new landscape design, Halprin chose a variety oflarge deciduous trees, such as 
maples, zelkovas, locusts, and pin oaks, to be planted on the slope of the berm and throughout the 
memorial, as he wanted trees that provided both copious amounts of shade and fall color. He also selected 
pines and hollies for their evergreen quality in winter. He specified that small flowering trees, such as 

57Halprin, The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, pp. 26, 92, 94, 103, 105-107. 
58Halprin, The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, pp. 26, 114, 119-123, 128-131. 
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hawthornes, dogwoods, crabapples, cherries, and mountain ash trees, be planted on the slope and at each 
of the sitt~ng areas in the garden passageways between each room. The memorial also contains shrubs like 
azaleas, rhododendrons, viburnums, and pyracantha, and ivy and pachysandra for groundcovers.59 

Two additional site features located near the Tidal Basin deserve mention. The Number 4 Fountain 
(Contributing Object) is a 58-foot-diameter, circular, concrete fountain basin, which is located just 
southeast of the Tidal Reservoir Inlet Bridge. Constructed in 1905-06, it is the last of four fountain basins 
built in a 50-acre evergreen nursery and rose garden, which was established in 1905 by the Office of 
Public Buildings and Grounds. The other three fountains were removed sometime in the late 1940s due to 
the construction of the Fourteenth Street Bridge. Public Law 541, passed on July 16, 1946, called for the 
removal of the three fountains and a portion of the nursery. The fountain is flanked by curvilinear beds 
known locally as the Pansy Beds, which are planted with pansies and tulips in the fall, then replaced by 
annuals in the summer. The beds are encircled by an informal hedge of forsythia backed by a ring of 
mature saucer magnolias. The proposed memorial to George Mason is to be placed here. The Number 4 
Fountain contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register 
Criterion A in the area of Landscape Architecture. The fountain is one ofthe oldest remaining features in 
West Potomac Park, and is a remnant of the parks' early management and history. 

The Floral Library (Noncontributing Site), which was designed in 1968 by Darwina L. Neal, F ASLA, a 
landscape architect with the National Park Service, first bloomed in the spring of 1969. It is located in a 
quarter-acre plot of land south oflndependence Avenue, SW, and East Basin Drive, SW, near the Tidal 
Basin. The Floral Library is curvilinear in shape, runs east to west, and contains 95 different planting 
beds separated by grass paths. The design concept for the library was inspired by a similar planting at 
Sterling Forest Gardens in Tuxedo Park, New York. Originally conceived as a Tulip Library, it was 
intended to provide people with the opportunity to view and compare a number of different tulip varieties 
in close proximity, and also to serve as a demonstration garden for National Park Service employees who 
were responsible for selecting floral displays for the parks. It is now considered a Floral Library, as the 
tulips are replaced in the summer by annuals, and some fading annuals are replaced in the fall by 
chrysanthemums. The Floral Library does not contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic 

59Halprin, The Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, pp. 36-37,39, 58. 
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District as it is less than 50 years old, and does not exhibit exceptional importance. This feature should be 
re-evaluated once it is 50 years old. 

The Jefferson Memorial (Contributing Structure), located on the southeast shore ofthe Tidal Basin, at 
the southern terminus of the Sixteenth Street cross-axis of the Washington Monument Grounds, on axis 
with the White House, was originally designed by John Russell Pope in 1937.60 Pope's design was later 
modified by his successor firm Eggers and Higgins (Otto R. Eggers and Daniel P. Higgins, principals). 
The memorial, modeled after the Roman Pantheon, was constructed between 1939 and 1943, and was 
dedicated in 194 7. A circular open-air structure, the Jefferson Memorial features a shallow dome, a 
circular peripteral colonnade composed of26 unfluted Ionic columns, a 12-column-wide north portico, 
and 4 columns supporting each of the memorial's four monumental openings. The memorial is 
constructed of white Imperial Danby marble from Vermont, and it rests upon a series of granite-stepped 
terraces. A flight of granite steps and landings, flanked by granite buttresses, leads from the Tidal Basin. 
The stairs rise to an octastyle portico with a triangular pediment. This pediment features a sculpture by 
Adolph A. Weinman, depicting the five members of the drafting committee of the Declaration of 
Independence submitting their report to Congress. A dentiled cornice with egg-and-dart molding 
surrounds the pediment, below which is a plain frieze.61 

The interior of the Jefferson Memorial is constructed of white Georgia marble with an axed finish, and the 
floor is made of pink Tennessee marble. Rudulph Evans' bronze statue of Jefferson stands centered in the 
chamber on a black Minnesota granite pedestal, which is inscribed with Jefferson's birth and death dates 
(1743 and 1826). The statue, which faces north towards the White House along the Mall's cross-axis, 
depicts Jefferson in mid-life holding the Declaration oflndependence in his left hand. Four quotations 
from Jefferson's writings are carved into the walls of the memorial. An excerpt from the Declaration of 
Independence, the document for which Jefferson is best known, is located on the southwest wall. The 
southeast wall features a statement on the evolution of law and the Constitution, ' 
which was taken from a letter written to Samuel Kercheval in 1816. The northwest wall is inscribed with 
a combination of six quotations taken primarily from Jefferson's "1786 Notes on Virginia" and "Summary 

60For the purposes of this nomination, the Jefferson Memorial has been classified a structure, rather than an 
object. This classification is based on the fact that it is a major memorial, which can be entered into, much like a 
structure. This distinction separates the Jefferson Memorial from the parks' other minor memorials, such as statues 
and plaques. The Jefferson Memorial has been counted as a single contributing structure, while the memorial's 
surrounding landscape has been counted as a single contributing site. 

61Donald C. Pfanz, National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nomination Form, "Thomas Jefferson 
Memorial," U.S. Department ofthe Interior, National Park Service, Washington, DC, January 12, 1981, p. 7.1. 
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Views," which illustrate his beliefs on the evils of slavery and the need to educate the masses. On the 
northwest wall is a quote from the "Act of Religious Freedom," which was adopted in 1779 and 
eliminated the state church in Virginia; this quote expresses Jefferson's views on freedom of religion. A 
fifth quote, "I have sworn upon the altar of God eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over the 
mind of man," taken from an 1800 letter from Jefferson to Benjamin Rush, is engraved on the frieze 
encircling the memorial's interior. The frieze is topped by a dentiled cornice and a massive Indiana 
limestone dome. The dome's interior is divided into two parts; the lower section has a coffered surface 
containing lights that illuminate the statue, and the upper section has a smooth, uninterrupted surface.62 

A few alterations have been made to the Jefferson Memorial since its dedication in 1947. In 1970, a 
pedestrian plaza was installed on the north side of the memorial adjacent to the Tidal Basin, to prevent 
cars from driving around the memorial. The construction of this plaza has changed the character of the 
original, single, continuous, circular roadway. The plaza is not linked to the memorial's historic 
landscape, nor does it relate to the memorial's shape and form. In addition, the plaza does not delineate 
the edge of the Tidal Basin as the roadway's sidewalk originally did. Several years after the plaza's 
construction, two phases of work were performed in preparation for the nation's Bicentennial. In 1974-
75, work was performed to repair minor structural defects in the memorial. In 1975-76, repairs were made 
to benefit visitors, particularly the elderly and the handicapped. These included heating and ventilating 
work, air conditioning repairs in enclosed portions of the memorial, new toilet facilities, installing an 
elevator and a handicapped-access ramp, and plumbing and electrical repairs. In addition, a small gift 
shop was installed in the northwest section ofthe memorial in what had been a storage room.63 In 1987, 
the freestanding information booth located inside the memorial was replaced with a more sympathetic, 
integral one. In the early 1990s, a team led by Einhorn Y affee Prescott and Hartman-Cox Architects 
worked with the National Park Service on the first comprehensive repair effort at the memorial. 

The design of the Jefferson Memorial Grounds (Contributing Site) can be attributed to Frederick Law 
Olmsted, Jr., who was appointed project landscape architect in October 1938. Much of Olmsted's work 
on the memorial was actually prepared by Henry V. Hubbard, a landscape architect employed by the firm. 
The base ofthe Jefferson Memorial is surrounded by a "stylobate mall," or a grassy, elevated terrace, and 
a roadway that was originally intended for automobiles, and was given over solely to pedestrian use in 

62National Register Inventory-Nomination Form, "Thomas Jefferson Memorial," pp. 7.1-7 .2. 
63Mattes, "Landmarks of Liberty," p. 119. 
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1970. Two parallel access roads, separated by a central grass panel, are located on the south grounds of 
the memorial. The Olmsted firm's original planting plans for the . ..grounds of the memorial were divided 
into two specific areas, the land inside the circular roadway, and the land outside the circular roadway. 
The plan for the area surrounding the Jefferson Memorial within the circular roadway, which was 
approved by the Commission of Fine Arts in October 1941, specified 13 species of plants, most of which 
were evergreen. Once this area was planted in 1942, it was considered to be "too thin," so 12 additional 
white pines were added, several holly trees were replaced and added, and some of the shrubs were 
rearranged. The scheme for the Jefferson Memorial Grounds outside the circular roadway was limited to 
a few different trees, shrubs, and ground covers; the original plant palette for this area included 
cotoneasters, yews, thorn trees, Japanese hollies, dogwoods, crabapples, maples, hollies, lindens, oaks, 
American elms, cherry trees, and periwinkle.64 

Much of what is planted on the grounds of the Jefferson Memorial today is not what was originally 
specified or first planted. In general, the plantings are now more "architectural" in style than what was 
originally intended. The major change in the landscape in the immediate vicinity of the memorial 
occurred in the 1970s, when a mass of yews was planted on the stylobate mall. At this same time, a ring 
of Zelkova trees was planted inside the circular roadway, where none existed originally. Other more 
minor changes have also been made to the landscape over the years. In 1986, three mature, original white 
pine trees were removed, and were replaced with six-foot-high specimens. This same year, the holly 
hedge on the stylobate mall, comprised of3,806 individual plants, was removed and replaced with a 
different species of holly. The newer yews were removed in 1993, and several original yews, a holly, and 
a white pine were removed and replaced. A number of original species of flowering trees and shrubs, 
including dogwoods, cotoneasters, and glossy Abelia, have been lost entirely; Olmsted preferred a more 
diverse plant palette than exists today. The original periwinkle ground cover was replaced with grass soon 
after the memorial's completion.65 

The Jefferson Memorial was individually listed in the National Register ofHistoric Places in 1981. The 
Jefferson Memorial and the Jefferson Memorial Grounds contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks 
Historic District, based on National Register Criteria A and C in the areas of Architecture, Art, Landscape 
Architecture, and Commemoration. Despite the fact that the memorial and its associated 

64Sally Prothero, "Jefferson Memorial Landscape Overview," U.S. Department of the Interior, National 
Park Service, Denver Service Center, Final Draft, September 14, 1995, pp. 20,38-40,42,72-74. 

65Prothero, "Jefferson Memorial Landscape Overview," pp. 69, 103-104, 142-143. 
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landscape are primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually qualifying 
for the National Register), its design, age, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own 
historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. 
The Jefferson Memorial has become one of the nation's best-known and well-loved monuments.66 

RESOURCES CLUSTERED SOUTH OF THE REFLECTING POOL 

The area south ofthe Reflecting Pool in West Potomac Park is the setting for several memorials.67 The 
oldest of these is the John Ericsson Monument (Contributing Object), located in a traffic circle at the 
southern terminus of Twenty-third Street at Independence Avenue, SW, and Ohio Drive, SW. The 
memorial honors Ericsson as the designer ofthe Monitor, the Union Army's ironclad ship, which was 
used in the most famous naval encounter of the Civil War. Ericsson is also credited with perfecting the 
design of the screw propeller. Designed by sculptor James Earle Fraser and architect Albert Randolph 
Ross, the monument was financed mainly by Americans of Scandinavian descent. The monument features 
a figure of Ericsson seated in front of three allegorical figures: a woman representing "Vision," a Viking 
representing "Adventure," and an iron molder representing "Labor." The figures stand against the Norse 
Tree of Life, and the granite pavement that surrounds the sculpture bears the inlaid form of a mariner's 
compass. The inscription "John Ericsson A.D. 1803-A.D. 1889; Inventor and Builder Of The Monitor; He 
Revolutionized Navigation By His Invention of the Screw Propeller" wraps around the four sides of the 
pedestal.68 

Construction of the John Ericsson Monument began in 1924. The sculpture had not yet been carved at the 
time of the monument's dedication on May 29, 1926, so Fraser placed his full-size plaster casts, which 
had been painted to resemble pink granite, at the location of the monument. The sculpture, completed in 
April1927, was carved on site from pink Milford granite from Massachusetts. Tile monument's 

66For additional information on the Jefferson Memorial, refer to its individual National Register of Historic 
Places Inventory-Nomination Form, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, January 12, 1981. For 
additional information on the landscape of the Jefferson Memorial, refer to the Jefferson Memorial Landscape 
Overview Report, U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, September, 1995. 

67A wooded area south of the Reflecting Pool is sometimes informally referred to as "Ash Woods," and 
may be connected with the construction of the District of Columbia World War I Memorial (see below). However, 
neither the origin of this term nor its possible connection with the memorial has been found. 

68Goode, The Outdoor Sculpture of Washington, DC, p. 400. 
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landscape, for which Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. was the consultant, was completed by 1932;69 it retains 
little integrity today. The monument's granite platform and the four sets of steps from its base were 
originally surrounded by plantings of three types of junipers, each having different growth habits. These 
junipers were replaced at some point with Japanese holly. The four walks that radiate from the granite 
platform were also planted with junipers; these shrubs have been removed entirely.70 

The John Ericsson Monument contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on 
National Register Criterion A in the areas of Art and Commemoration, as an early monument placed in 
West Potomac Park. Despite the fact that it is primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of 
properties not usually qualifying for the National Register), its design, age, tradition, and symbolic value 
has invested it with its own historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register 
Criteria Consideration F. 

The District of Columbia World War I Memorial (Contributing Object) is located along 
Independence Avenue, SW, on axis with Nineteenth Street, south of the Reflecting Pool. The memorial 
was authorized by Congress in 1924, constructed in 1931, and dedicated on November 11, 1931. Intended 
to honor District residents who served in the first World War, the white marble Doric tempietto was also 
designed to be used as a bandstand. A list containing the names of the 26,000 District residents who 
served in World War I was placed in the memorial's cornerstone, and the names of the 499 residents who 
died as a result of this war were inscribed in the memorial's base. Funding for this memorial was raised 
entirely through public subscription. The architect for the memorial was Frederick H. Brooke, who 
worked with associate architects Nathan C. Wyeth and Horace W. Peaslee.71 

At the time of its construction, an eight-foot-wide circular sidewalk was built around the memorial, and 
eight-foot-wide parallel walks with 35 feet of grass in between were also built. These walks led to the 
service road on the north and to Independence Avenue on the south.72 In 1937, the Office ofNational 
Capital Parks announced plans to surround the memorial with 50 white dogwood trees, which were 
planted soon after.73 The District of Columbia World War I Memorial contributes to the East and West 

69Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected Statues, Monuments and Memorials," pp. 36-37. 
70"Cultural Landscape Inventory, West Potomac Park, Lincoln Memorial Grounds," pp. 4.21-4.22. 
71 Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected Statues, Monuments and Memorials," pp. 20-22; Marilyn 

Feldman, "The Mall's Forgotten Monument," The Washington Post, September 28, 1995. 
72"Keystone of DC Memorial Temple Laid, Completion of Structure Rushed for Dedication on Armistice 

Day," The Washington Star, September 30, 1931. 
73"War Memorial to be Beautified," The Washington Star, May 30, 1937. 
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Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criterion A in the areas of Art and 
Commemoration, as an early monument erected in West Potomac Park. Despite the fact that it is 
primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually qualifying for the 
National Register), its design, age, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own historical 
significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. 

The Korean War Veterans Memorial (Contributing Object) is also located south of the Reflecting 
Pool, on a direct axis with the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. It was dedicated on July 27, 1995, the 42"d 
anniversary of the armistice that ended the Korean War. Also the product of a competition, the original 
winning design by a team of four architects and landscape architects from Pennsylvania State University, 
John Paul Lucas, Veronica Bums Lucas, Don Alvaro Leon, and Eliza Pennypacker, was selected in the 
spring of 1989. However, due to negative feedback during the approval process, the original designers 
removed themselves, and the design was greatly revised by the Cooper-Lecky Partnership, a Washington, 
DC, architectural firm.74 

The Korean War Veterans Memorial features 19 realistic, slightly larger than life, gray, stainless-steel 
soldiers sculpted by Frank Gaylord of Barre, Vermont. The patrolling soldiers, arranged in combat 
formation climbing up the hill, are set on parallel strips of polished black granite within a triangular "field 
of service" planted with juniper. At the top of the hill is a circular plaza with a black, stone, circular "pool 
of remembrance" at its center, which is framed by a double row containing 40 pleached linden trees, and 
an American flag. A 164-foot-long memorial wall, made of large, black, polished, granite slabs, serves as 
a backdrop for the sculpted figures. This bas-relief wall features etchings of support personnel, such as 
nurses, chaplains, and clerks, and where it juts into the pool, is the inscription "Freedom is not free." 75 

The Korean War Veterans Memorial contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, 
based on National Register Criteria A and C in the areas of Architecture, Art and Commemoration. 
Despite the fact that it is primarily commemorative in intent (thus in the category of properties not usually 
qualifying for the National Register), its design, tradition, and symbolic value has invested it with its own 
historical significance, thus it falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration F. The 
Korean War Veterans Memorial also falls within the exception to National Register Criteria Consideration 
G. Though it is less than 50 years old, the memorial possesses exceptional significance due 

74Benjamin Forgey, "A March to Remember, Moving Monument to Korea Veterans Surpasses the Tortured 
History of its Design," The Washington Post, July 22, 1995, pp. D1, D6. 

75Forgey, "A March to Remember," The Washington Post, July 22, 1995, pp. Dl, D6. 
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to the Congressional authorization of its site and design, and its immediate symbolic importance in the 
Monumental Core. 

Located to the south of the Reflecting Pool near the Korean War Memorial are the U.S. Park Police 
Stables (Noncontributing Building), which were constructed in 1975 by Morris Wood ofLapiz, 
Kentucky, for the Bicentennial Folk Festival Committee. The five stables were meant to temporarily 
house the Park Police horses during the Bicentennial and until more suitable quarters could be found. The 
stables have wood foundations, exposed frame walls, corrugated metal roofs, and dirt floors. Although 
they have been upgraded and repaired over the years, their construction remains temporary in nature. The 
U.S. Park Police Stables do not contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, as they 
are less than 50 years old and do not exhibit exceptional importance. 

MISCELLANEOUS RESOURCES IN WEST POTOMAC PARK 

A number of resources are found throughout West Potomac Park that do not form a cohesive grouping. 
The oldest standing structure in both parks, the Lockkeeper's House (Contributing Building), located at 
the southwest corner of Constitution Avenue, NW, and Seventeenth Street, remains somewhat isolated 
from the other historic resources in West Potomac Park. The home of the keeper ofthe Chesapeake and 
Ohio Canal extension, it was built in 1832-33 when the C & 0 Canal was extended from Georgetown to 
connect with the Washington City Canal. From this building, the lockkeeper collected tolls and kept 
records on trade conducted on the canal. The identities of the architect and builder of the Lockkeeper's 
House are not known. This one-and-one-half-story, Federal-style, fieldstone building has a concrete 
foundation, a stone chimney, a gable roof covered with wooden shingles, and two front-facing dormers. 
Originally two-and-a-half stories high, the building was reduced to its present hei~ht when the nearby 
canal was filled in the 1870s . 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers renovated the building in 1903 for use as a toolhouse and lodge for the 
Potomac Park watchmen. Originally located 49 feet west and 10 feet north of its present location, the 
building was moved in 1915 to accommodate Seventeenth Street as it was extended across West Potomac 
Park. In the early twentieth century, the building served as a headquarters for the Park Police, and as a 
temporary holding cell for prisoners arrested in Potomac Park. From 1940 to 1970, the first floor of the 
building was used as a comfort station, and the attic was used as storage space for park maintenance 
equipment and supplies, and as a lodge for the Park Police. Today, the building is once again used by the 
National Park Service as a toolhouse. 
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A plaque commemorating the one-hundredth anniversary ofthe"Canal's opening was placed on the 
building's north facade in 1928 by the Office of Public Buildings and Public Parks. The Lockkeeper's 
House was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1973, and it contributes to the 
East and West Potomac Parks Historic District based on National Register Criterion A in the areas of 
Architecture and Transportation. It also falls within Criteria Consideration B, as a building removed from 
its original location that is significant primarily for its architectural value, as well as being a surviving 
structure most importantly associated with a historic event. The Lockkeeper's House is the oldest 
building in East and West Potomac Parks, and it survives as the sole remnant in the two parks of the city's 
canal system, which provided a means for transportation and trade in the nineteenth century. 

A number of noncontributing features are located in the area of West Potomac Park that is south ofthe 
Reflecting Pool and west of the Tidal Basin. The West Potomac Park Polo Grounds (Noncontributing 
Site), located between Independence Avenue, SW and Ohio Drive, SW, were laid out in 1908, and a frame 
bandstand was built there in 1909. The Polo Grounds were used regularly during the summer months by 
the Fort Myer Polo Team for Saturday afternoon matches. In 1942, the Polo Grounds were paved over to 
provide parking for employees of the War and Navy Departments. This parking lot was never filled to 
even half capacity, so, beginning in August 1942, Capital Transit used the lot to store buses between rush 
hours. In 1943, the southern portion ofthe lot, which was used by the War Department, was returfed for 
softball diamonds and tennis courts. In 1944, a complex containing three dormitories to house 2,500 
WAVES (Women Appointed to Voluntary Emergency Services), a mess hall, an infirmary, and a 
recreation building, was constructed on the former Polo Grounds. These buildings were demolished in 
1965,76 and the grounds were resodded and returned to parkland used for polo. Today, the area is a large, 
grass-covered tract of open land, which is enclosed by temporary snow fencing. Although this portion of 
West Potomac Park has been used for polo for nearly 75 years, the Polo Grounds do not contribute to the 
East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, as they consist of open fields with no associated, 
recognizable structures. The grounds were not planned or planted according to any known plan, and they 
have been significantly altered over time. 

The First Air Mail Flight Marker (Noncontributing Object), a bronze plaque on a memorial boulder, is 
located across from the Polo Grounds and south of Ohio Drive, SW. The plaque and boulder, which were 
placed there by the Aero Club of Washington to honor the Washington departure site of the first 

76Martin Luther King, Jr., Public Library, Washington, DC, Washingtoniana Collection, Vertical Files, 
Parks, Potomac, 1940-1949; Federal Records Center, Suitland, Maryland, Record Group 79, File 64-A-42, Box 49. 
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scheduled domestic air mail service, were dedicated on May 15, 1958. The original marker was stolen c. 
1969, and was replaced in 1971.77 The First Air Mail Flight Marker does not contribute to the East and 
West Potomac Parks Historic District, as it is commemorative in nature, less than 50 years old, and does 
not exhibit exceptional importance. This feature should be re-evaluated once it is 50 years old. 

The Guardhouse (Noncontributing Building), located at the northeast corner of the intersection of 
Twenty-third Street and Independence Avenue, SW, was constructed in 1950. This one-story, frame 
building features a concrete foundation and a tin roof. Like many modest structures in East and West 
Potomac Parks, it was built by National Park Service maintenance personnel. The Guardhouse was 
constructed to provide shelter during inclement weather for a traffic officer, who controls the traffic light 
and places barricades at this busy intersection to regulate rush-hour, one-way traffic on the Rock Creek 
and Potomac Parkway. Rarely used today, it does not contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks 
Historic District, as it is less than 50 years old, and does not exhibit exceptional importance. 

There are a number of Recreational Facilities (Noncontributing Site) located in West Potomac Park, 
including baseball diamonds in the elliptical area between Ohio and West Basin Drives, SW, and on both 
sides of Twenty-third Street north of the Lincoln Memorial, and volleyball courts and nets located in the 
grove of trees west of the Rock Creek and Potomac Parkway west of Lincoln Memorial.78 These features 
are not considered specific contributing elements due to their temporary nature and recent construction. 

CONTRIBUTING VIEWS AND VISTAS IN WEST POTOMAC PARK 

Among the defining elements of West Potomac Park are the vast unimpeded vistas. Vistas connect the 
broad greensward, the distant monuments, the Potomac River, and the low skyline of the city. The 
strongly prevalent axial views and vistas are the essence of the McMillan Plan for the parks. Orientation 
and cross axis are provided by certain central axial relationships and vistas, as delineated below; however, 
though not specifically described below, other views and vistas that preserve this sense of open space 
should not be precluded from consideration as significant aspects of the parks. For the purposes of this 
nomination, the term "vista" defines views of primary importance that were specifically planned, 
designed, and implemented, while the term "view" describes those unplanned views that resulted from the 
construction of other park features. The following primary views and vistas in West Potomac Park are 

77Warren-Findley, "A Guide to Selected Statues, Monuments and Memorials," pp. 43-44. 
78 Although there are recreational facilities in both parks, for the purposes of this nomination, they have 

been considered a single noncontributing site, and have been counted only once. 
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recognized by the National Register.significant, and add to the qualities of the historic district. These 
primary views and vistas are not included in the resource count, since views and vistas are not among the 
five Property and Resource Types. 

Seventeenth Street Vista from Constitution Avenue, NW, to its Southern Terminus 

The Seventeenth Street Vista from Constitution Avenue, NW, to its Southern Terminus is a 
distinctive feature of the landscape of West Potomac Park. Seventeenth Street forms the eastern boundary 
of West Potomac Park, separating the park from the grounds of the Washington Monument; this road 
carries four lanes of traffic, two north-bound and two south-bound. This vista extends south along 
Seventeenth Street from its intersection with Constitution Avenue, NW, to its terminus, which is marked by 
the Commodore John Paul Jones Statue (see also). Framed on both sides by mature trees, Seventeenth 
Street is an important north-south axis, and is an integral element of the McMillan Plan of 1901-02. 

Twenty-third Street Vista from Constitution Avenue, NW, to its Southern Terminus 
The Twenty-third Street Vista from Constitution Avenue, NW, to its Southern Terminus is another 
notable feature of the landscape of West Potomac Park. Twenty-third Street is an important north-south 
axis, and an integral part of the McMillan Plan of 1901-02. This vista extends south along Twenty-third 
Street from its intersection with Constitution Avenue, NW; is interrupted by the Lincoln Memorial; and 
ends at the terminus of Twenty-third Street, where it intersects with Independence Avenue, SW. Twenty
third Street is framed on both sides by mature trees, and carries four lanes of traffic, two north-bound and 
two south-bound. The southern terminus of Twenty-third Street is marked by the John Ericsson 
Monument, the location of which was a key feature of the McMillan Plan. 

Vista from the Lincoln Memorial to the Washin2ton Monument 

The Vista from the Lincoln Memorial to the Washington Monument was one o'fthe most important 
elements of the McMillan Plan of 1901-02, as it extended the formal vista to the east (between the Capitol 
and the Washington Monument) a major distance to the west to connect the Washington Monument and the 
Lincoln Memorial. This vista is most impressive viewed from the steps ofthe Lincoln Memorial across the 
length ofthe Reflecting Pool and the Rainbow Pool, to the Washington Monument. Important features of 
this vista are the double rows of Dutch elm trees on each side of the Reflecting Pool and reflections in the 
clear water of the pool. 
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The JeffersGn Memorial is visible from numerous vantage points along the walk surrounding the Tidal 
Basin. These continuous, informal, panoramic views are framed by the cherry trees that are clustered 
around the circumference of the basin. (See also "Jefferson Memorial Grounds," "Tidal Basin," and 
"Japanese Cherry Trees.") 

Covering approximately 330 acres in Washington's southwest quadrant, East Potomac Park is a peninsula 
between the Potomac River (to the west and south) and Washington Channel (to the east).79 Approximately 
one-third of a mile wide, and 1.9 miles long, the park adjoins West Potomac Park at its northern boundary 
(the Potomac Railroad Bridge). The far end of the peninsula is referred to as Hains Point. 

Prior to the 1890s, the area that today is East Potomac Park was a shallow area or "flat" in the Potomac 
River. The 1882 to 1911 program of channel clearing produced sufficient fill to create both West and East 
Potomac Parks (see Section 8). This reclamation project created a largely flat topography that is 
approximately 14 feet above mean low tide in the center and 11 feet above low tide at the periphery.80 

Because the land that comprises West Potomac Park is manmade, it has no natural features with the 
exception of the Potomac River, an important visual component of the park that also constitutes much of its 
boundary. The Washington Channel, a deep-water navigational channel, was created as part of the same 
reclamation program that created the land in the parks. 

The park is generally crescent-shaped. Its south end terminates in a point at the confluence of the Potomac 
River and the Washington Channel. Its north end, rather than coming to a point, is cut off by the linear 

. Potomac Railroad Bridge that separates East and West Potomac Parks. Unlike most of West Potomac Park, 
the organization and overall design of East Potomac Park is distinctly non-linear. It has few strictly 
geometric relationships or vistas and, overall, the plan of the park follows the shape of the land. The park's 
main organizing feature is Ohio Drive, SW, which directs traffic in a one-way loop around the perimeter of 

79 As one of the many areas reserved for public uses in Washington, East Potomac Park is referred to as 
Reservation 333 in Washington's system oflegal property description. 

8°Chappell, "East and West Potomac Parks: A History," p. 93. 
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extensively used, particularly on weekends and in warm weather, for these activities as well as for fishing 
and other informal uses. East Potomac Park is also the site of a number of National Park Service and 
Tourmobile facilities, most of which are clustered in the center of the park. These facilities include an 
office building (the National Park Service National Capital Region Headquarters and U.S. Park Police 
Headquarters Building), the National Capital Parks-Central Maintenance Yard, and the Tourmobile 
Headquarters. Two other National Park Service facilities, a U.S. Park Police Building and the National 
Capital Parks Central office, are in other locations in the park. 

LINKAGE RESOURCES 

Several constructed and landscape features in East Potomac Park that are related to its reclamation, 
subsequent improvement, and access to the new park have been grouped together. The Potomac Railroad 
Bridge (Contributing Structure) serves as the boundary between East and West Potomac Parks, and is 
the southernmost of all the Fourteenth Street crossings. This federally chartered bridge, which carries 
railroad traffic over the Potomac River, was constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1901. 
The steel truss bridge with stone embankments was originally built with full truss construction; a series of 
steel plate girders later replaced the trusses in all but the central swing span.81 The Potomac Railroad 
Bridge contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based on National Register 
Criterion C in the area of Engineering. It is an engineering feature of long standing in East Potomac Park, 
and it is still used for its original purpose, to carry rail travel across the Potomac River. 

The Stone Seawalls (Contributing Structure) in East Potomac Park were constructed from 1882 into the 
1890s, by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, as the reclamation of the parks progressed.82 The seawalls 
are retaining walls that prevent the massive earth fill from eroding back into the Potomac River. Since the 
reclamation proceeded generally from west to east, it is likely that the seawalls in East Potomac Park were 
constructed after those in West Potomac Park. Portions of the seawall have been periodically repaired or 
rebuilt as needed. Many sections of the seawall are in need of repair, although their alignment is intact. 
The seawalls are capped by concrete walks and an iron-pipe railing, which was constructed by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers so that the land could safely be enjoyed for recreational use. The ten-foot-wide, 
four-mile-long walk rimming the perimeter of East Potomac Park was begun in 1919 and completed in 
1931.83 Each component of the three-tier pipe railing is approximately four inches in diameter; overall, the 

81Myer, Bridges and the City of Washington, p. 34. 
82 Although the seawalls are present in both parks, for the purposes of this nomination, they have been 

considered a single contributing structure, and have been counted only once. 
83Historic American Buildings Survey, East Potomac Park, HABS No. DC-692, p. 6. 
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railing stands forty inches high, and has been painted gray. The Stone Seawalls contribute to the East and 
West Potomac Parks Historic District, based on National Register Criterion A in the area of Engineering; 
the seawalls are an important feature ofthe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' efforts to reclaim the Potomac 
Flats. 

Ohio Drive, SW, (Contributing Structure), the road leading around the perimeter of East Potomac Park, 
was constructed in increments between 1912 and 1916. The bituminous-bound macadam road was 
originally one lane wide, and served to carry traffic from the entrance at the railroad embankment on the 
Washington Channel side of the park around the tip of Hains Point, and back around the peninsula on the 
Potomac River side. At some unknown date, the road was increased to two lanes between the railroad 
embankment and the entrance to the East Potomac Park Golf Course, each lane carrying traffic in the 
opposite direction. This modification was likely designed to alleviate traffic congestion caused by the use 
of the two golf courses. 

For many years, Ohio Drive, SW, was known as "the Speedway." This name appears to have been taken 
from a mile-long, circular, dirt, horse-racing track which, at the turn of the twentieth century, was located 
on the grounds of the Washington Monument on Fifteenth and Sixteenth Streets. On Saturdays the racing 
track was reserved for fast driving. After the reclamation of East Potomac Park, the original use of the 
Speedway was abolished, and the track was connected with the new road around Hains Point. This 
connection led to assigning the moniker "the Speedway" to the new road.84 The road's informal name 
proved to be particularly appropriate, as in the early years of the park, people used Ohio Drive, SW, to race 
their automobiles. This road has also been informally known as "the Breezeway," as many families would 
come to the park in the summer to catch the breezes coming in from the Potomac River. Ohio Drive, SW, 
contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based on National Register Criteria C in 
the areas of Transportation and Entertainment/Recreation. Once the reclamation of East Potomac Park was 
completed, this road was planned and constructed so that the land could be accesse.d for recreational 

' purposes. 

The Japanese Cherry Trees (Contributing Site) are a major character-defining component of the 
landscape of East Potomac Park.85 During 1966-68, approximately 1,800 American-grown cherry (and 
other flowering) trees were planted on both sides of Ohio Drive, SW, around the perimeter of Hains Point. 
These trees were planted by friends of President and Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson to honor their role in the 
nationwide Beautification Program. The Japanese Cherry Trees contribute to the East and West Potomac 

84"Speedway? It's Just a Name Inherited From Track of Old," The Washington Post, September 7, 1933. 
85 Although the cherry trees are present in both parks, for the purposes of this nomination they have been 

considered a single contributing site, and have been counted only once. 
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Parks Historic District, based on Criterion A in the areas of Landscape Architecture .and Social History. 
The cherry trees are a major landscape feature of the parks today. 

A Plaque Honoring the Placement of Cherry Trees on Hains Point in 1966-68 (Noncontributing 
Object) has been placed on a stone and wood bench along Ohio Drive, SW, on the western side of Hains 
Point. The text of the plaque reads "These 1,800 flowering cherries and other trees were planted on Hains 
Point in 1966-68 in honor of President and Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson by friends in gratitude for their 
inspiring leadership and efforts to enhance the beauty of America." The Plaque Honoring the Placement of 
the Cherry Trees on Hains Point in 1966-68 does not contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks 
Historic District, as it is commemorative in nature, less than 50 years old, andrdoes not exhibit exceptional 
importance. This feature should be re-evaluated once it is 50 years old. 

ADMINISTRATIVE FACILITIES 

A number of buildings in East Potomac Park have been grouped by their use by the National Park Service 
and the U.S. Park Police for park administration. The U.S. Engineers' Storehouse (Contributing 
Building), located at 900 Ohio Drive, SW, is just east of the Potomac River bridge embankment. This 
building was designed in 1912 by the noted Washington, DC, architectural firm of Wood, Donn and 
Deming, in a simplified version of Mediterranean Renaissance Revival style. Constructed in 1913, the 
two-story, six-bay, rectangular building is composed of a concrete foundation, wood framing, brick walls 
covered by pebble-dash stucco painted yellow, and a low, hipped roof covered with red terra-cotta tile. All 
the six-over-six double-hung sashes are framed by three-panel wooden shutters that are painted green. The 
door on the west elevation has an arched opening and a brick and concrete entrance stoop with a metal 
railing. The principal (south) elevation features a door with a small, frame, entrance enclosure, and a 
frame, shed-roofed porch, which runs nearly the entire length of the elevation. The porch has five frame 
supports that feature a lattice pattern. Two large concrete bays, original doorways for construction 
materials and equipment, are visible on the first story of both the south and north elevations. On the south 
elevation, one of the concrete bays has been filled in with a door, and the other with a window; on the north 
elevation, both bays have been filled in with a window. 

The building's interior, originally open in plan, has been divided into numerous small offices for the staff 
ofthe National Capital Parks-Central office ofthe National Park Service; little if any original fabric 
remains on the interior of this building. However, the U.S. Engineers' Storehouse contributes to the East 
and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based on National Register Criterion A in the area of 
Engineering and Criterion C in the area of Architecture. The building served as the base from which much 
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of the reclamation of the two parks was directed, and it survives as possibly the final commission of the 
noted Washington, DC architectural firm of Wood, Donn and Deming. 

The National Park Service operates a cluster of administrative buildings and maintenance facilities of more 
recent vintage on the Potomac River side of East Potomac Park. The National Park Service National 
Capital Region Headquarters Building (Noncontributing Building) and the U.S. Park 

Police Headquarters Building (Noncontributing Building), both located at 1100 Ohio Drive, SW, were 
constructed from 1962 to 1963 on the former site of the East Potomac Park Tourist Camp (see Section 8). 
These two Modernist buildings and related site improvements were designed by National Park Service 
professional staff, and were built contemporaneously by Victor R. Beauchamp Associates, Inc. The two 
buildings, connected by a covered walkway, have concrete foundations; blond brick walls; regular, fixed 
fenestration; and flat, metal roofs. The National Capital Region Headquarters Building is three stories with 
a two-story wing, while the U.S. Park Police Headquarters Building is two stories. In 1969, a training and 
cafeteria wing was built onto the Park Service Building by L. J. Robinson, Inc. The main entrance lobby of 
this complex of buildings features a slate patio and a pool with aquatic plants. Parking constructed in 
conjunction with the original building effort has been expanded several times to accommodate increased 
numbers of employees working in the two buildings and the adjacent Park Service maintenance yard. The 
National Park Service National Capital Region Building and the U.S. Park Police Headquarters Building do 
not contribute to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, as they are less than 50 years old and 
do not exhibit exceptional importance. 

The Tourmobile Headquarters (Noncontributing Building), located at 1000 Ohio Drive, SW, was built 
in 1979 by the Jack Bays Construction Company. The headquarters facility includes offices, a bus garage, 
and a maintenance shop. The one-story building has a concrete foundation, and steel panel walls and roof. 
The adjacent National Capital Parks-Central Maintenance Yard (Noncontribq,ting Building) is of 
similar construction, and likely dates to the same period. Neither of these buildings contribute to the East 
and West Potomac Parks Historic District, as they are less than 50 years old, meant to be temporary in 
nature, and do not exhibit exceptional importance. 
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East Potomac Park cont~ins many twentieth-century recreational facilities, since it has been used primarily 
for public recreation since its completion. The East Potomac Park Golf Course (Contributing Site), 
covering approximately 210 of the island's 330 acres, officially opened in July 1920, and has been in 
continuous operation ever since. The course has had several different configurations since the first nine 
holes were completed in 1917 and the second nine holes were completed by 1923. The first practice 
putting course was installed at the East Potomac Park Golf Course in 1925, and the first practice driving 
range was constructed in 1934. It appears that the design of the course is the cumulative product of several 
different golf course designers over the years. Dr. WalterS. Harban is credited with designing certain 
features of the first nine holes, 86 which were likely laid out by 
Walter J. Travis.87 Robert White may have designed the second nine holes,88 and WilliamS. Flynn later 
remodeled the course in the mid-1920s.89 Nine holes were removed and then reinstalled in the early 1980s. 

Currently, the course contains 36 holes and two putting greens. The White Course, also known as the F 
Course, has nine holes. The Blue Course has 18 holes; the front nine are called the B Course, while the 
back nine are called the D Course. The Red Course, also known as the G Course, has nine holes. The East 
Potomac Park Golf Course contributes to the East and West Potomac Parks Historic District, based on 
National Register Criterion A in the area of Entertainment/Recreation. The golf course is one of a very few 
recreational features found on the 1916 development plan for East Potomac Park that was actually 
implemented. It is the oldest extant recreational feature in the two parks and most fully represents the 
intended use of East Potomac Park for public recreation. In addition, the presence of the course retains the 
open space characteristic of East Potomac Park since its creation. 

The structure most closely associated with the golf course is the East Potomac Park Field House 
(Contributing Building), two identical wings of what was planned as a three-part"structure. Designed by 
skilled architect Horace Whittier Peaslee in 1917, the wings were constructed as men's and women's 
locker and changing rooms for the municipal golf course. The center portion of the field house, although 
planned, was never constructed. The wings are one-story, L-shaped, concrete Buildings with flat, metal 
roofs, and full basements. Their most striking features are long porticos supported by columns crowned 

86"Long Drive Today Opens Public Golf Course in the District," The Evening Star, July 8, 1920. 
87Minutes of the Commission of Fine Arts, May 18, 1917, Commission of Fine Arts, Washington, DC. 
88Geoffrey S. Cornish and Ronald E. Whitten, The Architects ofGolf~ew York, New York: Harper 

Collins Publishers, 1993), p. 432. 
89Comish and Whitten, The Architects of Golf, p. 262. 












































































































































































































































































































